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(Translation from " Le Progrès Medical).

M. le Dr. Dario Maragliano, physician of the
Asylum for Insane at Reggio Emilia, has recently i
published an interesting work on the symptoma-
tology and diagnosis of cortical lesions of the t
motor zone of the brain. This attempt at didactic 1
systematization of symptoms by which the lesions i
of the cortical structure may be comprehended,
rmerits careful attention. It shows the important
hold on the foreign mind the doctrine of motofr
localization has taken, and proves that this doc-
trine, notwithstanding the opposition it encounterS,
penetrates every day more deeply into the clinical
domain under the patronage of accomplished phy-
sicians equally apt in the examination of patients
and in the practice of autopsies. The paper of M.
Maragliano is in effect essentially. clinical; the
author has understood the truth developed under
various circumstances by M. Charcot, namely, that
the study of cerebral localizations in man should
only be undertaken with the assistance of notes
taken at the bedside and confirmed by autopsies,
and that if experimental physiology seeks to throw
a light on clinical study, it can in no case subject
it, or speak magisterially in a doniain which is not
its own. The two principal symptoms of cortical
lesions of the motor zone are convulsions and pal-
sies. The convulsions of cortical origin have been
carefully studied in recent times; they are often'
designated under the name of partial epilepsy or
Epilepsy of Jackson. They are génerally unilat-
eral, often even confined to one extremity or to an
isolated muscular group. They may become gen-

2

alized, but their fundamental character is not to
teeneral at the first enset, but te appear first in
e face or in an extremity or in a limited segment
f an extremity, according to the seat of the lesion
rovoking it. Often they are not accompanied by
ny loss of consciousness, and in cases where loss
f consciousness occurs it takes place some time
fter the onset of the convulsions, instead of being
nitial, as in cases of truc epilepsy. Partial epi-
epsy has a great diagnostic value; it indicates an
ritative lesion of the motor zone, that is to say, a
esion which does not destroy abreptly the office of
he cortical structure. Palsies of a cortical oigin
re associated, or not, with partial convulsions,
ufficiently frequently they are accompanied by a
rimitive contraction. Most frequently they com-
nence under the forn of a monoplegia, and may
emain limited to parts primarily attacked or extend
progressively to the entire half of the body, accord-
ng as the cortical lesion remains stationary or
extends succes;ively to all the cortical motor cen-
tres'of one hemisphere. In other cases palsy fol-
ows an inverse march; it assumes at the beginning
the hemiplegic form, then it diminishes lttle by
little in certain parts and fixes itself on others in a
condition of incurable monoplegia, for once they
are definitely established, cortical palsies are accom-
panied like those which result fromn central lesionc,
with secondary contraction and descending degen-
eration of the medulla spinalis. l short, vaso-
motor palsy is in general less marked following
cortical lesions, than as a consequence of central
lesions, or to speak more exactly, is dissipated
quicker and more completely in the first case than
in the second. To recapitulate, the dissociation,
the progressive establishment or the gradual disap-
pearance, the variability, the frequent conjunction
of primitive contraction, the relative lightness of
accompanying vaso-motor trouble, such are in the
opinion of M. Maragliano the principal character-
istics of palsy of a cortical origin. The other
symptoms of lesions of the motor zone have less
importance than the preceding; they may never-
theless be useful aids to diagnosis, and merit there-
fore a notice. Lesions which are limited exactly
to the motor zone never give rise to anSsthesia.
Calender, in St. Bartholomew's Hospital Reports
for 1869, attributes a great diagnostic value to the
existence of intense cephalalgia occupying a fixed
locality, persistent, obtuse and heavy. Some ob-

letwi
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servations seem to show the exactitude of this circumscribed palsies or hemiplegia, the gradualview, and to point out that if even cephalalgia is apposition of which may be considered as thenot observed in all cases, it corresponds often when reunion of several monoplegias ; if this palsy isit does exist with the seat of the lesion. When accompanied with precocious contraction or with
there is no spontaneous pain, it is possible some aphasia : if there is in the palfied limbs only atimes to reveal, by percussion of the head, a pain slight and transitory elevation of temperature; if,limited more or less intensely. Percussion ought finally, we discover an obtuse pain spontaneous or
to be practised directly with the finger (middle by provoked by percussion, occupying a circumscribed
preference), by striking light and rapid taps over part of the head, the diagnosis of a cortical lesiondifferent points of the cranium. When a localized nature of certain lesions, or of certain concomitant
lesion exists at the surface of the brain, this meth- functional troubles. Aphasia, for example, coin-odical exploration provokes frequently an intense cides much more often with cortical lesions thanpain at a limited point, which corresponds with the with central lesions: its existence alone presup-seat of the cortical lesion. Dr. Robertson, in the poses a cortical lesimn. Softening concerns more
journal of Mental Science, July, 1878, p. 274, often the cortical than the central portions ; if forreports soie cases in which this method had been reasons not necessary to enumerate here, there isto him of great assistance in establishing diagnosis. reason to think.that the patient under observation

Cranial thermometry may also in certain cases is affected with softening, the conclusion would be
render real service. Studied in recent times by probability of cortical lesion. In utilizing all theseBroca, E. Maragliano, Gray (Journal of Nervous elements, we may often arrive at determining in a
and Mental Diseases, July, 1878), and still more precise and certain manner a diagnosis of corticalrecently by Paul Bert (Biological Society Meeting lesion. Unfortunately it is not always thus, and
of i8th January, 1879), it has already given some in a good number of cases diagnosis is uncertain
precise results from which the clinical observer and even impossible. M. Maragliano indicates
nay derive profit. In order that thermal varia- the principal clinical eventualities in the following

tions may have value, it is necessary that there cannot be in doubt. A reunion of all these symp-
should be between two symmetrical points of the toms is not even necessary to assure the diagnosis.cranum a very notable difference (one degree The simultaneous existence of partial convulsions
centigrade at least) for differences of some tenth of 4nd of a palsy in the form of monoplegia or hemi-
a degree only may be observed in physiological plegia, permits the diagnosing with a sufficient
conditions. The diseased side will, besides, be certainty a cortical lesion of the motor zone. The
sometimes colder, sometimes hotter, than the aspect of things differs when convulsive phenomena
healthy side, according to the nature of the lesions are absent, even when all other symptoms are ex-
of which it is the seat. It will be colder, for isting. Diagnosis loses all character of certainty
example, if we have to do with arterial obliteration, in this case; it becomes simply probable. It is
and hotter when an inflammatory lesion is con- impossible also to diagnose a cortical lesion in
cerned. cases where lesion of that structure is so extended

Such are the principal signs of cortical lesions o the mo neatt p me as a ol
of the motor zone. It is necessary to add that, o the otoratons the cortica as of the
besides these direct signs, the physician may often fissue oflius m the ndiffes in no
utilize in a diagnostic point of view, considerations
drawn from the march of the disease, from the particular from the ordinary variety of central
summing up, which we think it right to translate origin. Finally, diagnosis will be impossible when
textually. If there exists, he says, convulsions, we flnd ourselves in the presence of a total hemi-plegia, on the mode of evolution of which no par-limited or making an appearance at first before ticulars can be gathered. We add no commentary
becoming general, in a group of isolated muscles, to these conclusions, which appear to us to be the
nîot accompanied or accompanied only tardily with actual statement of our knowledge,-the most
a loss of consciousness ; if consecutive to these probable expression of the truth.
convulsions or alternating with them, there are

a
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Q~rrespondente. This atmosphere must be produced artificially inhot climates, as the chief essential to the recovery

YELLOW FEVER AND ITS CAUSES. of yellow fever patients. A yellow fever climate is
exactly opposite to that cold, aqueous, mountainTo the Editor Of the CANADA LAxczr. vapor of the Highlands of Scotland, which is soSiR.--The following letter appeared in the conducive to health and to a blooring complexion.

H5a/fax Chronide, August 9th. In connection with a changed atmosphere to act"The miserable defect of any clear and con- on the patient through the lungs, baths instantsistent view of the causes of this disease induces me upon attack, and frequent afterwards, will be ob-to publish an idea formed from an early acquaint- viously beneficial as operating through the skin onance with some of its features in Antigua, in the the depraved functions, and tending directly andWest Indies. There, certainly, it has arisen as an indirectly by the aqueous vapor rising from them,epidemic among the British troops, at irregular in- to correct the vitiated blood. The fact mentionedtervals without being imported. To ignore this by Dr. Read, of the immunity from yellow fever ofcertanty is to be ignorant of evervthing most signal one hundred and fifty boys who bathed regularlyin relation to the disease. But te obscurity which once or twice a day, at Mr. Hammersley's floating
snrati mvolve i sesaises, I think, frmv nepre bath, strongly supports my view. Frequent bathing
stilg involves Its causes arises, I think, fron ne pre- would on my theory be prophylactic, as well as re-
vailing eiror which always clouds the subject. medial during the prevalence of an atmosphericalEverybody nows that it is a disease of hot epidemic. The one thing needful for escape from
climates, and that a certain degree of cold cecks the disease would be an abundance of cool aqueous
the prevalence of the disease. But of the two vapaur. Heavy rains in the West Indies sweepother atmospherical conditions which conduce to apour. He i i the WestId sweepgenerate the disease, one has not been sufficiently away an epidemnic which has lasted through drygeprcated d the , other hasno been sunt nly s-brilliant weather. This fact noticed by my father,
appreciated, and the other has been entirely mis- Dr. Musgrave, of Antigua, who wrote on the diseasetaken. 

after experience of several epidemics, points to theClimatic conditions everywhere are always thre'e sane conclusion. I venture to urge the use of
al. T cdo faroblocks of ice in the sick rooms to give off cold
i. The condition of heat or cold is indicated bY vapour, in order to cool, to rarefy, and ta make

the thermomneteri 
humid the air inhaled, and I beg you by inserting2. The condition ab density or rarity (weight or this letter in your journal to give publicity to this

lightness) is ifldicated by the barometer. sgetýn3. The condition of humidity is measured by the gg am, Sir, yours etc.,hygrometer. (The opposite poles of this third axis I aSr usec
are dryness and moisture.) Salisbury, N.S. URNTHORN MUSGRAVE.Now, with regard to the second condition-viz:
the density or rarity of air-it is known in Jamaica To the Editor of the CANADA LArcet.that the density of hot air aggravates the danger of SIR,-I am very much pleased to observe theyellow fever. A certain elevation-about three discussion in reference to the Treasurership of thethousand fet-is said to be " above the fever Medical Council. This is one of those questionslevel." 

that requires to be ventilated in the columns of theBut as ta the third point-of humidity-I write LANCET, and you deserve the thanks of the profes-ta dclare that a constant error has precluded a sion for giving it the publicity it merits. How-right view of the concurrent causes which produce ever agreeable it may be to the present occupant,the disease. Instead of humidity being a cause of and advantageous to the medical school of whichyellow fver, it is the absence of aqueous vapor that he is thë president, I can assure you his action iscauses it. ot air, drY and condensed, inhaled for not endorsed by the profession generally in thisany protracted period, is the predisposing cause of part of the country. Several medical men who arethis disease, and therefore an atmosphere of cold firm friends of Dr. Aikins, have expressed theiraqueous vapor is te remedial condition indicated. surprise that he should hold on to the office, while
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his position is so open to assault. The officers of
an institution like the Ontario Medical Council
should be above the suspicion of using their posi-
tion to the advancement of their own private inter-
ests.

The affairs of the Medical Council have been
frequently the subject of adverse criticism. Nor
can this be wondered at, while it retains in office
men who place their own private interests before
the general good of the profession. It is to be
hoped that the new Council, to be elected in June
next, will make a clean sweep, and inaugurate a
new and beter réjime.

Yours truly,
Aug. 20, '79. LEONIDAS.

HYPODERMIC MEDICATION.

The National Vedial Rev'iew says : Physicians
of the present day carry in a pocket-case more
active elements of prompt medication than used to
be packed in a good-sized pair of saddlebags of a
quarter century ago ; and these modern condensed
î,reparations for subcutaneous injection, as we all
know, n many respects sepersede the old-fashioned
way of administering medicines. In cases of un.
consciousness, delirium, strangulation, or other
condition in which the patient can not or will not
swallow, the proper remedy, in nicely-graduated
quantity, injected hypodermically answers just as
well as if taken in the stomach ; and in many
cases, even when the patient can take remedies in
the usual way, hypodermics respond more
promptly and favorably than other plans of treat-
m -nt.

We give the following list as embodying the prin-
cipal conditions in which hypodermics have been stm.loyed : cUnunited Fractures. Glacial acetic acid, five to
ten minims, between ends of the bones with hypo-
dermic syringe. Iodine has also succeeded, used
in same way.

Surgical Shock.. Quinine, six grains, hypodermic- t
ally, with one third grain of morphia. c

Urticaria. Saturated solution of bisulphite of
soda, injected directly into the part affected. h

Hemoptysis. Sclerotinic acid, substitute for ergo- i
tine, five per cent solution injected in the neck or d
arm.

Tumors. Just before removal, hypodermic of half d
grain of morphine, with a thirty-sixth grain of atro- t
pia, directly into the growth. t

Chloroform-poisoning. One tenth grain of digita- f(
lne, hypodermically, followed an hour afterward w

with one tenth grain of atropia in similar manner,
has been successful.

Erysiôe/as. Carbolic acid, three-per cent solution
eight or ten injections at the saine time, so as tosurround and cover the inflamed regions ; also sati-
cylic acid in same manner.

CirciLoma. Acetic acid, one part to three ofwater, injected into the cancer has proved success,
ful in shriveling the tumor and obviating an opera-tion.

Cerebral APoblexy has been successfully treated
by subcutaneous injections af ergotine in the arm.

,Hcciigh. In an obstinate case, resisting . Il oth rmeans, three eigliths grain of chlorohydrat of
pilocarpin, hypodermically, quickly proved suc-cessful.

Puerperal Convu/sions. Chloral subcutaneouslyhas been pronounced better than when swallowed.
Foeign Body in Œ sof agus. Threatened stiangu.lation from impaction of gullet has been pr.mptly.relieved by inducing vomiting. Apomorpl.ia, onetenth grain, hypodermically. Emetina is also sug.

gested in same way.
Strychinia-poiso,,ing. Caffein, one grain, hypoder-

nic; alcohol in same way is aiso suggested; chloral
injections are alsÔ mentioned.

Puerperai Ec/amnpsia. Veratrum viride, two tofour drops of the tincture, subcutaneously, as re-
quired to keep the pulse down to about sixty.Pilocarpin, two-per-cent solution, is also• recom-
mended.

Trichinosis. Tincture of ergot and ergotine have
effected speedy cures, hypodermically, into muscles
affected.

Skin-diseases caused by AnimaculS. Sulphuric,carbolic, salicylic, or sclerotinic acids, hypodermic-
illy, as in erysipelas.
nasal Portus. Carbolic acid, one part; glycer-ne, tour parts ; twenty draps sunk inta turnor byneans of hypodermic syringe effectually dissipated

polypus in case reported.
Eczema. Arseniate of soda, hypodermically, inolutions of one fifth, one half, and one per cent,ommencing with ten minims of the weaker andradually increasing is recommended.
Nocturnal Enuresis. Two very small doses of

he nitrate of strychnia, injected in the vicinity ofhe rectum at suitable intervals, have proved suc-
essful.

Croup. Sulphate of atropia, one per-cent solution,
as proved successful in a desperate case, injected
i the neck on level with pneumogastric. Three
rops, repeated after four hours.

Congestive Chils. Ten drops of tinct. bella-
onna, hypodermically, every fifteen minutes, until
he pulse became distinguishable, succeeded where
ie patient was unconscious and unable to swallow,ollowed by hypodermics of quinine, brandy, orhiskey.
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Goitre bas been successfully treated by subcut- eight drops beneath the skin. It bas cured casesaneeus injections of ergotine, one third, gradually of several years' standing within two months.increased to one grain. Snak-bites. Ammonia, brandy, carbolic or sali-Membranous Croup. Equal parts of water and cylic acids are al recommended, hypodermically,sol. ferri perchior, injected into the trachea, pierc- in case of snake-poison, and bave been injecteding the needle through just below the thyroid with benefit directly into a vein.cartilage, dissolves the membrane, enables its ex-pectoration, and substitutes tracheotomy.
Erectile Tumors have been successfully treatedby injections of perchloride of iron and chloride of THE USE OF THE FORCEPS AND ITSsodium in solution, the tumor to be surrounded by ALTERNATIVES IN LINGER-a ring. ING LABOR.Abortion has been caused by hypodermics of pilo-carpin. This should insure caution. The admirable opening address of Dr. BarnesIemorrhages. Hemoptysis, hematemesis, and was not followed up with the ability which mightuterine hemorrhages have all been arrested by have been expected, some of the addresses beinghypodermics of ergotine. If pain, add morphia. prolix and not very ehifyirg. The opinion of the

. JV:g/t-sweats. Atropine has given good results leading English obstetricians on this subject havein injections of about one fortieth of a grain at bed- much interest, however. Dr. George Kidd, of Dub-
lin, in reference to the "high operation," thought.Tetanus. Chloral hydrate is recommended in no one would hesitate to apply the forceps whenconjunction with chloroformization, alternating it the os is nearly or entirely dilated, and the heidwith other powerful anodynes and antispasmodics. lying at the brim and making no progress. TheInfantile Convu/sions. Morphia, subcutaneously point is, are we to use the forceps when the os iswith inhalations of five drops of nitrite of amyl im- undilated ? Dr. Kidd thought not. Even whenmediately following, have proved successful. the os is dilatable, he thought manipulation better.Retention of Urine from paralysis of the bladder, Even, also, when the os was dilated to an inch andaccompanying typhus, variola, and hydrocephalus a half, to proceed and introduce the forceps tobas been promptly overcone by hypodermics of drag the head down through it, was, he believed, aergot in the fossa behind the great trochanter. dangerous practice. He preferred the warrn bathArrest of Perspiration Pilocarpin, the alkaloida chloral, or chloroform, etc. When, however, thereof aborandi, will cause more or less prof*e ne minor disproportion or a malposition, Dr.sweatng, according to amount injected beneath d would use the forceps high up with the osthe dilated. "But," he concluied, " to let it goePuhm-zlisoning. Quite rapid recovery is report- forward as our teaching that we may always use, ored to have followed warm hypodermics of fluid should always use, the forceps t.arly in the first stageextract coffe in thirty-minim doses. Caffein citrate of labor, when there is no urgent demand for it,and suphate atropia are also considered antidotes except the time that bas been passed, would I thifnk,

Spum. be most unfortunate for society, and for our pro-aShusPensoin of Salivary &cretion. Pilocarpin used fession."as heretofore explained excites salivation. Dr. Thorburn, of Manchester, inveighed againstCo1net. Curare, in hypodermicsof from one tenth the use of ergot with an undilated os, and urgedta one twentieth of a grain daily, bas been found the more frequent employment of chloroformi.Valuable in this disease. Prof. Stevenson, of Aberdeen, and Mr. Newmanwitbsuccessof the Bowels. Aloin bas been used agreed with Dr. Barnes. Dr. Malins, of Birming-withyr/pcesubcutaneously, to move the bowels. ham, maintained that in the majority of cases inHdopholwe Much amelioration of the symp- which the " high operation " is used the alternativetoms has followed bypodermics of curare. of turning is as efficient as easy, and as sife aBubo bas been aborted by injecting carbolic acid practice as the use of the forceps. Dr. Aldersoninto the centre of the swelling. and Mr. Worship followed, urging the frequentSYPhihis bas been treated by solutions of some of employnent of the forceps. Dr. Edis consideredthe mercurials injected locally. the forceps as an aid to supplement the defectived ermia is more easily reduced by giving a hypo- arrangements of nature, and not as a last resort.dermic of morphine with or without atropia. When evidence of flagging powers showed itself, hed-Ysentery. Morphbia, hypodermically, in one- would apply outside pressure by the hands or withthird-grain doses, bas been found more rapid in re- a binder. He would not use ergot. Dr. Lombelieving tenesmus than any other opiate. Atthill thought that if any aid was necessary totPilePsy Curare, in solution, seven grains in midwifery, the forceps was superior to any other.twentyfive minims water, with two drops hydro- With respect to the use of ergot, this was absolutelyclo-c acid. Aout once a week inject about prohibited in the Rotunda Hospital, under his
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management. The real question at i[sue, he Dr. Roper himself has only used the forcepsthought, was whether the use of the forceps was eighty times in fine thousand three hundred and
justifiable in cases ini which the os was flot fully eighty-nine cases.dulated. As to this, Dr. Atthll said, uly avoid the Dr. Braxton Hicks spoke of trismus of the
use of the forceps beore the os is Cully dilated in uterus, where the fotus is held firmly grasped ;
ail cases in which m cay do so; but, on the other and here chloroform may be substituted for the
hand, if a case occurs in my practice in which forceps to advantage. This irritable condition of
believe it imperative to deliver the woman before the uterus is sometimes brought on by the too
the os is fully dilated, f unhesitatingly have re ear y use of ergot. Occasionally fissures of the
course to the use of the forceps, notwithstanding cervix occur wi hout the forceps having been used,
that the os uteri is fot fully dilated. I believe that and occasionally, perhaps, the forceps used high
practce is safer than the practice of version." up Is blamed for these.Dr. McClintock of Dublin, could not agree with The discussion was then adjouriied to a later
Dr. Atthill in his denunciation of er.,ot. He (Dr. meeting.-M<d. T»imes.McClintock) customarily used it in the later stagesof labor, and could see no objection to its employ-ment. He considered it a most valuable remedy,and fot likely to do harm. He agreed with Dr. PARACENTESIS PERICARDII.Barnes as to the use of the forceps in the higher<peration. Dr. Roper, of the Royal Maternity Dr. John B. Roberts read a paper at the Phila-Hospital, appeared as the most strenuous opponent County Medical Society, (Med. 7imes), entitledof frequent use of the forceps. When used in IIs Paracentesis of the Pericardium Justifiable ?"singering labor due to inertia, he used ergot at the Dr. Wm. Pepper said th it this operation is onesame time. Athough ergot stimulates the uterns of a group which he had always been inclined toto increased action, it does not always succeed in claim for medical men rather than surgeons, as theexpeuling the child. When the influence of the operation itself is a comparatively trifling one,ergot is expulsive, the forceps is fot needed* while the questions of the time for the operationWhen, however, the uterus under the influence of and its conditionu are of the greatest interest andergot merely Sems to contract upon the child, importance. He agreed with Dr. Roberts in. hise atpu lso n W e cann t he orcep s re usedrt id eply to the caption of the paper, and thought thatfrom h wihou n he un us th o c p r s d t o d d r s ls were sufficient to authorize an

expulsion. We cannot expel the child by pref~ co ed resiswere sufen oahrzenfrom without on the fundus, as we can the place mative answer to the question.Yet these manipulations may excite the uteru From observation of post-mortem examinationscontraction. it e forceps may also be used in in which unsuspected pericardial effusions arethe opposite variety of cases, where in rbust someimes foúnd, he had concluded that such largeprimipar the powerfullyacting uterus in the end effusions are not infrequent, but that they may be,is unable to overcome the rigidity of the soft parts and doubtless often are, entirely overlooked during
of the outlet. We are warned by the pains be lif. . And yet the physical diagnosis is, as a rule,coming less forcible and frequent, and there.is less very simple and easy, the only possible difficultymovement with each pain. Here we should an- beiig in the case of a dilated heart, where there isticipate the occurrence of dead-lock, and sffpple- a feeble, asystolic action of the ventricles, ac-ment the powers of nature «wbefore the breahdon companied by extended area of dulness. Thattakes place. 

this difficulty exists must be admitted, since casesAs to tie high operation, Dr. Roper had nèver have been reported in which paracentesis of aseen a single case of death, either of- child or diated heart has been performed under the im-Mother, or of damage to the maternai structures, pression that there was fluid in the pericardial sac,
fromi a protractecj first stage of labor. 0f course, and this in the bands of men whose position isit .5 understood that allusion is made to natural evidence that they were competent to decide. Oflabors, with the exception of a rigid stateo the os course, the case is different where the physicianuteri. A wide distinction must bc kept up b- has watched the patient from the beginning, as in
tween a head above the brim which does flot corne a case of acute rheumatism, where frequent ex.down, because in the one case it is obstructed by amination of the heart is required. In such casesthe brim itself (a bony obstruction) and in the he would detect the early friction ini the pericar-.other by the rigid os aud lower segment of the dium before the effusion of blond in sufficientuterus. In nervous women who bear their pains quantity to separate its layers. The difficulty in.badly, the forceps may b used with propriety. diagnosis would only occur where you are calledThe forceps are used too frequenly, and it is in to see a case that is fully developed; but evenpossible that much of the gynrecological work of then there are points that would generally preventthe present day resuts furon this frequent inter- a nistake: these are the altered intensity of theference with the natural functions in childbirth. sounds, the relation of the cardiac impulse to the
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intercostal spaces, and the outline of the percussion
dulness; and it would seem that with due attention
to these points no mistake can occur. There arecomplicated cases, however, where some doubt
must remain. In a patient operated upon recently,tbere was a large pleuritic effusion accompanying
one in the pericardium. In such a case he wouldrecommend that the pleural effusion should beremoved by the aspirator, and, if necessary, thepericardium can be subsequently tapped. This
course was adopted in the case referred to ; andit was found that after removal of the fluid fromthe pleural cavity, the effusion in the pericardium
was absorbed without further interference, under
medical treatment.

In regard to the point selected for introducing
the needle, he would prefer one that is a littlefartier from the sternum than Dr. Roberts hasrecommended, and in the fifth interspace, as beingless likely to injure the ventricle ; at a site abouton a mie with the nipple, a little to the outside oftbe position of the normal apex beat.

In perlorming the operation, a moderately-large
aspiratng needle is preferable to a small one, sinceinlarbmatory effusion in the pericardium is apt tocontan sIreds of lymph which would clog a smailneedle lt is difficu!t to introduce -a plunger torean a small tube, and they are also less easilyreintroduced if it becomes necessary to removethem to dean tbem. For this particular operationhoead devised an instrument which can be usedhitout danger of scratching the heart, but whidihe bad only tried on the cadaver.

In regard to the operation, it has simplicity in
its favor. As tbe results, are always brilliant inthe marked relief and improvement it affords, andas it frequently prolongs life so as to give time fgrthe action of other remedies, it will compare
favorably with any other procedure in the field oflegitimate surgical operations.

Dr. Roberts stated that he had not intended torecommend a very small aspirating needle, but one
of moderate size. He would not use a large one,on account of the injury to the pericardium, andtbe Probability of subsequent leakage into thepleural cavity and possible pleurisy. As regardsthe shape f the trocar, be believed that Fitch'sdome-saper. trocar was less likely to injure thebeart.

aI regard to the diagnosis, too much stress islaid upon the pyramidal shape of the dulness; thestitement in tbe books is that it is a rude triangle,and it might dappen that because it was not more
perfect some doubt might exist as to the diagnosis.

MARTIN'S OPERATION OF EXTIRPA-
TION OF THE KIDNEY.

Dr. J. Marion Sims (Am. fed. Bi- Weekiy, fromed. Record>) '" It bas remained for Dr. Martin,

(son of the late Prof. Edward Martin), to open up
a new field for and a new method of doing this
operation. He has now extirpated the kidney
five times-four times successfully. And, strange
to say, he has done the operation for what is
known as floating kidney. His operation before
Listerism would have been wholly unjustifiable.
But now it is justified by its simplicity and its
success. It is as simple, if not as easy, as ovari-
otony, and quite as successful. Certainly so in
Martin's hands. ,I had the satisfaction of assisting
at Martin's fifth operation, on the i 9 th of April.
The operation is by abdominal section. Instead
of using a single table, five feet long, for his opera-
tion, he has two tables, each about two and a half
feet long, end to end, one being a little lower than.
the other. The patient was chloroformed in her
own chamber, and then brought into the operating
room, and placed on the table, with the head to
the window. The head was on the lower table,
the pelvis on the higher one. The head was
placed low, with the intention of preventing syn-
cope, the chief source of danger in the use of
chloroform. Martin's spray apparatus is an enor-
mous affair that will work for hours. It was placed
six feet or more froin the patient, and the spray
passed over the assistants and tell on the patient,
not in a dense cloud, but in a sort of mist. It
seemed to me to be " too much of a good thing."

The operation was begun at ten minutes to 8
.a.m,, and was finished in twenty-six minutes. It
was done slowly and with great pains-taking. The
iloision was begun aboutî two inches above the
umbilicus, and extended two inches below it. The
bleeding from the edges of the abdominal wound
was arrested as in ovariotomy, with hemostatic
forceps. The peritoneum was then incised. Some
folds of small intestine protruded, and were
pushed back and retained by a carbolized sponge
probang. The kidney was then pushed to the ab-
dominal incision by pressure on the loin behind,
wheret was seized with a vulsellum and securely
held. The peritoneum investing it was then
opened longitudinally; and the kidney was enu-
cleated and brought freely into the peritoneal
cavity. Some large veins on the surface were
ligated, and its attachments (consisting of the
renal artery, renal vein, and ureter with cellular
investments) were tied in sections, just as we
secure a broad pedicle in ovariotomy. The ped-
icle (so to say) of the kidney, necessarily running
longitudinally with the kidney, about three fingers'
width long, was transfixed and tied with five
separate ligatures. The kidney was then neatly
dissected away from the pecicle and removed.
The pedicle was dropped back into its proper
place behind the peritoneum; the peritoneal cavity
was then carefully sponged ary; and the external
wound was closed with interrupted sutures. The
sutures and ligatures were carbolized silk. Anti-

qe
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septic dressings were applied, and the patient re- 5. Mistura Olei P osphorat.moved to ber bed." There seened every proba- R Olei Phosphorati... ............ m xvjbility that she would recover, but death occurred Olei Gaulheri- .............. mI viijthree days later from peritonitis. All his cases Muei »a iæ q.s.-.. .......... .n iwere for floating-kidney. "Heretofore we have Muc. Acaci q. s. ad..... . ftold our floating-kidney patients that they must M.accept their condition as incurable. Whether we Dose, one to two teaspoonfuls.will readily follow the bold example of Dr. Martin, 6. Mistura Pofassii Ci//oratis et Ferri.and extirpate floating kidneys hereafter, is a ques- P. Potassii Chioratis . ................ 3 sstion. 
Tr. Ferri Chor... ............ 3Dr. Sims refers to a case of kidney disease, con- Aqu q. s. ... ........... f jplicated with abscess and stone iii the pelvis of M.the kidney, and says : " In such cases as this there Dose, one teaspoonful.is certainly a future for Martin's operation. In . Âisturat F<rri APerieus.such a case as this we might cut down on the R Ferri Sulr)h.......grs. ikidney, as Martin does, and if we found a stonein the pelvis we could remove it, close up the in- Magnes. Sulph...............3iàcision with suture, return the kidney to its place, M Aquei.......... . jand leave the case to nature's efforts."--St. Louis M.Clin. Record. Dose, a tablespoonful.

8. Mistura Potassil Jodidi co.
POF THE PENNSYLVA- R Potas Iodidi.......-.........grs. xxPHARMACOPIA O T Hydrarg. Perchlor ..... gr.1-6jNIA HOSPITAL. Aquæ Cinnam.................

MISTURE Dose, two to four teaspoonsful.
i. Mistura Feyri Arsenicalis. -Hos»itai Gaiq,

R. Vini Ferri............... f 3 ii
Liq. Potassii Arsenitis.........
Syrupi, ................... . aa f 3 ss

M. Aquæ................''' '-«- -...... f3 ss

Do

2.M

R.

M.
• Do

3. M

M.
Dos

4. Mi

SOURCE OF THE ALARMING HEMORR-
HAGES OF PHTHISIS.

The difficulties experienced when we searchse, one teaspoonful, diluted, after meals. for the exact point of the origin of the vas-
istura Anionii Composita. cular alterations in hemoptyses have been a nostVinira Antimonii.serious obstacle to an exact knowledge of its patho-Vini Antimoni ... ,.." f 3 j logy. This explains why the discovery of aneurismsSyr. Epicacmh................ f3 ij of the arteries of the lungs in phthisis is of recentTr. OÆii Camph... ....... .... f 3 j date, since, in spite of a few facts previously pub-Spts. Gtheris Nitrosi............f 3 ij lished, it is principally due to the researches ofExt Glycerrhize.. gr....gr. xv. Rasmussen, made popular in France by ProfessorAqu..•.........f 3 ij Jaccoud. Having had occasion to observe twocases of hemoptysis in my service at the Laennecse, one to two teaspoonfuls. Hospital, I have been fortunate enough to discovereasily the point of origin of the hemorrhage by the,tura Sulda ustriges. aïd of a method of which I wish to explain in a fewAcidi Sulphurici Aro. . .......... m xl words.Ext. HeCam.. The first idea which comes to the mind in makinmTr. Opii Camph... s ....... f iv these anatomo.pathological researches is to openSyrupi Zingiberis q. s. ad."..f j the bronchial tree, in following the branches bywhich it comes into the trachea. It is impossible;e, two teaspoonsful. in this way to find the ruptured vessel, for the tra-rura Cret Composita. <ea, as well as the large and small bronchial tubes,is filled with a bloody mucus which everywhere ap-Mist Crete -................... f 3 v pears nearly the same. The mechanism of theseTr. Catechu, terrible hemorrhages is as follows: The bloodTr. Opii Camph ........... aa f 3 iss flowing from the arterial perforation into the cavityflows continually into the corresponding bronchiale, a teas.oon~uL, 

tube, thence into the trachea, where by the respira-

M.
Dos

.
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tory movements it is mixed with air. It results,therefore, the acts of inspiration draw this bloody
mucus into the bronchial ramification, so that the
subject succumbs fnot so much by the amount ofblood lost as by the obstacle to respiration pro-duced by the presence of a liquid im the air pass-ages. This vas the cause of death in the twopatients entioned im this communication, and I'rn convinced that it is the rule in the majority ofcases.

To discover the vessel whence the blood hadduring life proceeded, I placed a canula in thePulmonary artery and injected water. Finding thiscame out by th , right bronchus, I then fixed thecanula in the right branch of the pulmonary artery,opened the principal bronchial tubes and again in-jected. Then finding the liquid issuing from asingle lobe, the canula was fixed into the vessel ofthis lobe, and the corresponding bronchial tubesbeing cut the injection continued. It was nowwasy to follow by dissection the bronchial tube fromwhch the water issued, and to come directly uponthe caity, and see the liquid issuing by the per-foration of the artery. In this preparation, I showyou a branch of the pulmonary artery of the thirdior furth order adhering to the wall of the cavityinto which it projects. The ulcerative processwhich bas continually enlarged the cavity in thepulmonary tissue has respected the arterial tunicswhich it bas partially isolated from the tissue of thelung surrounding it; but under the influence of theucceration the artery is altered at a portion of itscircumfrence The vascular tunics, weakened bydisease, yield to the pressure of the blood, and dis-tending forn a true atieurism, whose coats are theinternal and middle coat of the artery implicated.The walls of these srnall aneurisns are still furtherweakened by a caseous degeneration of their ele-ments, and finally burst, producing the hemoptysi.
In the first of ry cases a young mian of twenty-five years, had pulmonary symptoms for elevenmonths. Signs of large cavities existed at the apexof the left lung. A first hemorrhage, estimated atsix ounces, stopped easily ; three days after it wasrenewed, and the patient died in about a quarter 0an hour, after losing about two quarts of blood andmucus. The post-mortern showed a sacciformaneurism of the size of a large nut projecting intothe cavity, and developed on an artery of the thirdorder, which also projected fron the wall of thecavity. In the sac were two perforations, one-eighthof an inch in diareter. In my second case, besidesthe pulmonary aneurism which caused the fataliemorrhage, I found another unbroken in a cavityin the opposite lung.-Gazette des Hospitaux-Jlestern Lancet.

PATHOLOGY OF ADDISON'S DISEASE.

In the Archiv de Physiologie Normal et Patholo-
3

gique, 1878, Nos. 3 and 6, M. Jacquet arrives at
the following conclùsions: i. In Addison's disease
the bronzed skin one finds only as a lesion of the
sympathetic system, and pigmentation, without
atrophy, of the nervous celis of the ganglia which
are in the neighborhood of the diseased suprarenal
glands. 2. The degeneration of a part of the ner-
yous fibres attaching the semilunar ganglia to the
nervous centres ought to be regarded as secondary
and consecutive to the process of sclerosis which
accompanies the tuberculization of the capsules.
3. That lesion is insufficient to serve as the basis
of a pathogenic theory of Adison's disease. 4.
lyperpigmentation of the nervous cells of the great

sympathetic and of the cerebro-spinal system is a
fact of the same order as the hyperpigmentation of
the epidermic cells of the Malpighian plexus. 5.This hyperpigmentation renders probable the ex-
istence of an alteration of the blood by the sub-
stances which a suprarenal gland would, in the
normal state, be employed in utilizing ?y trans-
forming them. 6. The alteration of the blood byfunctional or organic insufficiency of the suprarenal
glands is a pathological phenomenon analogous to
that which exists in chronic uremia. 7. Alongside
of the melanodermia, by alteration of the suprarenal
tissue, there seems to exist cases in which the
imelanodermia is due to the lesion of other blood-
making organs.. 8. Clinical researches in Addison'%
disease ought especially to be directed to the
chemical analysis of the blood and the urine.-
London Med. Record, April 15, 1879.

ON SCURVY.

The following clinic on Scurvy, by J. M. Da-
Costa, M.D., is reported in the Hospital Gazette:
-This disease is not often met with in private prac-
tice, but we meet with it very often in the wards of
hospitals. There have been a number of cases re.
cently under my charge in this hospital and I have
thought it worth while to bring the most marked of
these cases before you to-day and to devote a short
time to a discussion of its symptoms and treatment.

CASE I.-T. H., æt. 35, a strong, well built,
hardy sailor, has been on a two months voyage o:
an English ship which sailed from Cardiff, Wales,
to Carthagena, Spain, and thence to this city.During this time he subsisted almost entirely onsalt food. Two weeks prior to his admission
(yesterday), he began to suffer pain ia his bones,
and particularly in the large joints, i.e., ankle and
knee. The left ankle, indeed, became so swollen
in the course of this attack that he had not been
able to work at all during the eight days prior to
his entrance into the hospital. There was no ap-
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pearance of fever during this time, and he alway
slept well at night. His bowels were constipated
however, and he complained of a moderate amoun
of debility.

What he came here for and what was the worst
symptom to him, were the peculiar rheumatic pains,(l use this expression im his sense, and not in my
own), which he felt, especially round his left ankle
and knee. These, indeed, were the predominaît
features of the disease when he first cane.

Upon examining him yesterday, I found that these
pains were associated with numerous ecchymotic
spots most plainly visible on the inner aspect ofthe left ankle. Joined with this ecchymosis. There
was some sweling-the skin presenting a glazed
appearance as if it had been painted with collodion,but the resident physician assured me that this was
not so. There is some slight want of power in this
foot (left) and some pain upon motion. There isalso general pain in both the knees.

But et nie turn to the other symptoms. The
one which is the most significant is the appearance
f the gums. They look spongy and scorbutic,particularly in the upper jaw. The tongue is clean.

The breath was at first fetid, but is less so now.
The man's boweis are constipated. The urine wasexamined, and found to be acid, and free from pusalbumen. The patient's temperature upon ad-mission was normal, i.e., 98y/°, anl it has remained
so since.

Upon auscultating the chest, and more particu-larly the heart, I can plainly distinguish a systolic,soft murmur. This murmur is most marked overthe body of the left ventricle. The area of thesplenic dulness is enlarged so that it extends to themargin of the ribs. The hepatic dulness isnormal. There is no cough and has been nohemorrhage from the nose or lungs, and no dropsy.
This concludes tbe clinical record of the case.*Before I expatiate upon the character and treat-ment of the disease I will show you this other case.

CASE II.-This case is less marked,!and were itnot that the man cornes from the same ship, haseaten the same restricted diet, and has been ex-posed to the same circurnstances, his true con-dition might very easily escape notice. He coin-plains of the same pseudo-rheunatic pains (excuse
the expression), and his debility is still more marked
than in case number one. This is the history:

W. B., æet. 29, a sailor ; has had the same shoot-ing pains in his legs. His tongue is clean as inCase z. His gums are spongy. He has had nofever. There is no albumen in his urine. Nomarked dyspepsia and no special depression ofmind. Ris bowels are also constipated. There isin this case also the sane soft, systoic murmur overthe body of the left ventricle, with much greater
rapidity of tbe action of the heart than existed inCase . This case is not quite so pure a one ofscurvy as Case , as the man has a specific history.

And we might well attribute the rheumatic pains to
this specific condition were they not explainable

t otherwise.
Having then examined these cases with sufficient

accuracy, let us group them together, see in how
far they are alike, and close with a few explanatoryremarks.

And first let me call your attention to the causa-
tive element of the disease. The men are both
sailors, and have been limited for a long time to
the same salt diet, and exposed to the same hard-
ships. This salt diet fails to meet the require-
ments of the system. You all know that scurvy is
produced most commonly by the withdrawal of the
vegetable juices from the diet. It is, in other
words, as we now understand it, oneness or same-
ness of diet, for even fresh animal food will produce
it if no other diet be allowed. The peculiar ele-
ments supplied to the blood by vegetable foods are
wanting. Salt provisions are, however, much more
likely to bring on the disease than a long continued
fresh neat diet. In this respect the cases are
alike.

This brings us to a consideration of the symp-
toms, and the question arises, are the symptoms
presented by these two men, the symptoms of
scurvy, are these typical cases ? in fine, what are the
peculiar symptoms of scurvy ? What I have
styled pseudo-rheumatic pains are a very common
feature of the disease. These pains have quitefrequently been misaken'for those f rheumatism
in the lower extremities. A patient with these
pains will very often consult you for rheumatism,when his other symptoms will show you very
plainly that the case is not -one of rheumatism at
all. Another point-these pains, like rheumatism,are usually associated with some stiffnes of the
joint and with the production of pain upon motion.
They are almost always limited to the lower ex-
tremities ; at all events, it is in the lower extremities
that they are most marked.

These pains are present in both of these cases
and in both of them we find spongy gums, which
are, without doubt, the most reliable diagnostic
sign of scurvy. In both cases the tongue is clean
and there is but slight, if any, gastric derangement.
In both cases theie is constipation, and in case
number one some fetor of the breath. These
symptoms, viz: clean tongue, constipation, andfetor of the breath are all common to scurvy.

In Case i there are some additional points of
interest; one of these is the peculiar ecchymotic
eruption on the inside of the left ankle. This is a
symptom very peculiar to scorbutic extravasation.
There is also in Case i some enlargement of the:
spleen, and this, although the man has never had
malarial fever, so that it has a still greater signifi-
cance as a symptom. So too, we find in both
cases what is not generally recognized as an accom-
paniment of scurvy, namely, a soft, systolic, ventri-
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cular blood murmur, which is unassociated withany symptom of cardiac enlargement. In neithercase have there been any febrile phenomena, andin neither case have we been able to discover anyalbumen in the urine. With this I think that Ihave exhausted the category of symptoms.Do such cases ever occur in private practice, youwill, with great propriety, inquire of me. To this
question I will answer both yes and no. Markedcases of the disease are not likely to present them-selves in private practice, but less marked instances
you will most undoubtedly meet with. If youknow what fully developed scurvy is, you will under-stand these less marked instances. Emotionalpersons, living in luxury, begin to bring themselves
down in diet. They never have very much appe-tite, and they think the less they eat the less theywill suffer from dyspepsia. Such persons drop firstone and then another article of food, and are inreality starved, although driving about in handsomecarriages. Such instances may not be strikingones, and yet you will find in them spongy gums,lassitude, fetor of the breath, clean tongue, and amore or less strongly marked tendency to constipa-tion. These people, too, have pseudo-rheumatic
pains. They have tried electricity, perhaps, andtried limiting their diet, and made a tour of thevarious baths, and yet their pains are not improved.
You may be surprised to hear me say so, but Iassure you that these are real cases of scurvy,although they are only half developed. Certainlymy diagnosis would not seem to be sustained bythe circunstances of the patients, and yet I havecured very many such cases by this key, and bytherefore, putting them upon the proper treatmentfor Scurvy.

I have even known of the existence of ecchy-motic spots on the legs of such people just as isthe case here, and this, too, in those living uponthe best of the land, and with apparently everythingto gratify their tastes.
What are we to do for these cases ? How arewe to treat scurvy ? I am now speaking of theproper treatment of Case 1, for in Case Il, the scurvyis evidently complicated by specific disease. Ofcourse, the first thing to be done is to vary thediet and particularly to let the patient eat whatevervegetables may happen to be in season. Amongveget-ables rnay mention particularly celery,spinach and omlons. Onions, though not impart-ing the most pleasant of odors to the breath, is amost excellent anti-scorbutic. Let the patient eatpotatoes and a varied vegetable diet. Then thefruits are always of value, such as oranges, lemons,apes etc. Our object, of course, should alwayse to introduce the ingredients of vegetable foodinto the diet in their most inviting form.When the fresh vegetables cannot be easily pro-cured, lemonade, freely partaken of, is a very fairbstitute. With it the patient should cat anoderate amount of fresh meat and fish.

As regards medicinal agents, irrespective of diet,the mineral acids do most good. These remedies
are of especial value in such cases as these now
before you, where we have nuted the presence of a
distinct murmur, not of cardiac, but of anæmic
onigin. To the mineral acids, we can of course add
iron.

Case 1 has been taking the tincture of the chlo-
ride of iron with muriatic acid-twenty drops of the
former with ten drops of the latter (strong muriatic
acid) well diluted, thrice daily. With this treatment
I look for a decided abatement of ·the symptoms.

In Case IH, I will carry out this same treatment
to some extent, for as there is a syphilitic eruption
present he will require specific treatment in addition.
With this in mind, I have given orders that he
should have one twenty-fourth of a grain of the
bichloride of mercury thrice a day. The rules of
diet must be the same for this man as for Case r.

Time will not allow of my engaging in the specu-
lation as to whether scurvy can be prevented by the
proper use of lime juice, a supply of which all
captains should carry with them when going upona long voyage. All I can do is to merely hint at
the subject, which if properlyand fully considered
would carry me far beyond my allotted lecture
hour.

TREATMENT-O EPILEPSY.

A. McLane Hamilton, M.D., says in regard to
the treatment of epilepsy, (Mediüal Record.) I am
in favor of combining bromide of sodium with bro-
mide of ammonium, equal parts of each, and of ad-
ministering sixty grains of the combined salts
together with thirty grains of hydrate of chloral
daily. The doses should be divided so that the
largest may be given a short time l*fore the fit is
likely to occur; that is if any regularity in the oc-
currence of the convulsions can be distinguished.
Of course this quantity may be increased if occa-
sion requires. In other cases the bromides given
in combination with bicarbonate of potash and
some simple bitter tonic, as recommended by
Brown Séquard, will produce wonderful results.
These remedies are especially serviceable in the
nocturnal forms of the disease, and, in fact, are to
be commended in the treatment of attacks of an
irregular character. I will caution you against
giving the bromides with the mere idea of exhaust-
ing, as it were, or stamping out the disease. It is
of the utmost importance to combine with them
cod-liver oil or some other fat making material
which improves the nutrition of the nervous sub-
stance. It has been my good fortune in many in-
stances, where the bromides have been given in ex.
cessive doses (even to the point of producing full
bromism, and yet without producing any apparent
effect upon the disease), not only to diminish the
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nuniber of seizures by reducimg the quantity of gard to city children. We in the city, thereforebromides administered-and giving cod-liver oil, urge a ride on the salt water, or taking the child tocream, extract of healt or linseed of-but to de- the sea-shore if possible. In all cases, in childrencidedly iprove the genera health of the patient. under a year, if the diarrhoa is severe, keep warmIf the disease has appeared in a patient over twenty applications over the abdomen : make a spice bag.years of age, especially when the characteristics of Take a haifounce each of cloves,allspice,cinnamonthe disease are such as I have described when and anise seeds pounded, but not powdered, in aspeaking of syphilis as a cause, we may use the mortar, put these between two layers of coarsecombined iodide and bromide treatment, or, better fSannel, about six inches square, and quiit them in.stili, the bichoride of mercury. One secret of suc Soak this for a few minutes in hot spirits (brandy,cess in the management of this form of the disease, or whiskey, or alcohol), and water equal parts, andand in fact nervous syphilis in general, is to push apply it to the abdomen warm, renewing it when itthe administration of the odides as far as we can gets cool. In this way we not only get the effectssafely go, and this must be done rapidly. What- of a poultice, but we also get the sedative and anti-ever you do in the treatment of this discouraging septic effects of the spices. Great heat, with in-affection, be consistent and methodicai; it is ex- fluences that depress the nervous system, bad hy-tremely injudicious to makechanges and try new gienic surroundings, improper diet, too early wean-combinations when the patients are doing appa- ing, bottle food, and dentition, are among therently well, or even some time when no change causes that predispose to diarrhoea.follows, or to relax your vigilance over the invalid's
personal habits. For epilepsy is essentially adisease, I believe, in which there is a habit, if itmay be so called. In many cases, in fact in a EXTIRPATION 0F THE UTERUSlarge proportion of all, there is a regular recurrence
of the fit; and every day gained after the time when [Dr. Marion Sims Aledical Record, gives the fol-the attack usually occurs is to the patient's advan- lowing account of the operation by Prof. Schroedertage, and helps to break up the tendency to of Berlin.]
regularity. Th

DIARRHŒA OF CHILDREN.

Dr. A. A. Smith (Med. Record) gives the follow-
ing in regard to the treatment of diarrhcea inchildren.

Whatever the cause, all children, whether infantsor those older, ought to be kept quiet when suffer-
ing from diarbioa. They should be kept in a par-tially darkened, quiet room, free from noise, and alltalk in the room shouId be avoided, especially whenthe child is asleep. The nervous system in child-hood is so impressible it is easily disturbed, andany disturbance of this kind aggravates the diarr-hoea. Infants under one year ought to be kept
lying down as much as possible. They should notbe joted up and down, as is the custom of most

tures and some mothers, in order to amuse them.If the cbild is under one year, let it be placed ona pillow, if the diarrboea is severe, as it can be
kept quiet more easily in this way than when iyingon the tap. Even in changing the napkin careshould be taken to move the child as little as pos-sible- Don't be afraid to keep the room weil
ventilated in which the child lies. Mothers are
usually over careful for fear the child may take
cold, and on this account are apt to keep the room
too cioseiy shut up. When the child is awake it-can be carried carefully into open air, always in

-the shade. Salt-air is beneficiai to almost ail forms
.of diarrhoea in children, and this specially so in re-

s

e. nzameof Schrœder is weil known amongstus. WVe are all fanilliar with his classic work on
gynecology and with bis great success as an ovari-
otomnist since bis adoption of Listerism. He is yet
a young man, with a splendid record and an assured
brilliant future. I saw in his wards an interestingcase of extirpation of the uterus for sarcoma.

The operation had. been performed about ten
days before, and the patient was convalescent. She
was nearly forty years old, and had a tumor about
the size of an egg in the body of the uterus. A bit
of it was scraped out with the curette, submitted to
the microscope, and found to be malignant.

Prof. Schrœder then determined to extirpatc the
organ. He made the incision as for ovariotomy;drew the uterus up from the pelvis ; transfixed the

rvix with a double ligature antero-posteriorly, just
,dbove the vaginal junction ; tied one on eacb side,'including the corresponding part of the broad liga-ment just as Péan does; and then he amputated the
body of the uterus froni the cervix at the os inter.
num. This left a raw surface about an inch and a
baif in diameter, which Péan and others have beenin the habit of pulling outside through the lower
angle of the abdominal incision, and fixing it there,
as they did the pedicle in ovariotomy. The
clamped pedicle and Listerism are antagonistic, ifnot incompatible. Prof. Schroder did not wish to
leave a sloughing pedicle outside; nor did e wishto leave a suppurating one inside the peritonealcavity. And he hit upon this happy idea. He ex.
sected the cervix conically from the amputation sur.
face down-to the surface at which it had been trans.
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fixed with the ligatures ; and then be brought itsthin edges together antero-posteriorly and securedthem with fine interrupted carbolized silk sutures.Thus the incised surfaces were brought into con-tact internally, leaving only serous surfaces in con-tact in the peritoneal cavity. It was beautiful intheory and successful in practice ; for the patientrecovered, with the pulse and temperature remain-ing very nearly normal all the time.

SPINAL IRRITATION.-TREATMENT BY
APPLICATION OF BLISTER TO SPINE.
A.B., under the care of Dr. McCall Anderson,

(Glasgow Mdical Yournal, Yuly, 1879,) a ratheranemic weakly-looking young woman, aged 21,was admitted on 2nd June, 1879, complaining 2f
persistent vomiting of several months' duration.She had been exceedingîy healthy until er seven-teenth year, when menstruation was suppressed fortwo months and since then she has always cO-plained of more or less weakness. Her occupationas a weaver was very laborious, the hours of labourbeing long, and she had to work in a bent posture,the chest being almost constantly pressed againsta steel bar in front of the machine. Her mealswere hurriedly taken, and her diet consisted chieflyof tea and bread and butter. In January last shebecame unable for work, at that time her appetitehad quite failed, and she suffered from pains inlier chest; her breathing became very laboured,and at times she had a sensation of choking, feel-ing a desire to have the rindow opened. She wasalso troubîed with a hard dry cough, unattendeCwith expectoration The application of mustardpoultices and, later, of tincture of iodine failed torelieve the pain; but about the middle of Januashe began to vomit mouthfus Df food, about fifteenminutes after meals. The vomiting was easy andpainess, and there was no preceding nausea norany sensation of pain while the food laid in thestoniac The vomitd matters consisted ofUdgeste food, mixed with green streaks andpatches, blood was neyer observed to be present.The regurgitatn of the food went on gettingworse, occurring after every kind of food and atgradually dereasing intervals after meals, somle-times even taking place during the act of eating.In March last a blister was applied over theepigastrum, and was followed, after a week ortwo, by iodine; but this treatment afforded norelief In spite of everything which was tried,the symptoms became gradually worse, and im 1May she began to suifer from severe pain acrossthe stomach and upper part of the bowels. The tpain, which was constant, and so, severe as tOsconfine er to bed, subsided shortly before admis- tsion to the hospital. Since the commencement

of er illness er bowels have been very costive.
She now menstruates regularly. On examining
the abdomen on admission, it was seen to beextremely collapsed, so much so that normal
tympanites was difficult to make out, and the
abdominal aorta was seen pulsating quite dis-
tinctly. There was a certain degree of tenderness
in the epigastriuim, and pressure here caused some'convulsive twitching of the trunk and hands. Notumour could be felt, and there was no evidence
of disease in other organs. An examination of
the spine, however, showed that there was distinct
tenderness for about two or three inches at thejunction of the middle and lower dorsal regions.-
A consideration of the symptoms of the case)
appearing to negative the existence of any organicdisease of the stomach or any cerebral affection,
Dr. Anderson is of opinion that they may all bereasonably ascribed to spinal irritation. The ten-derness of the spine, age, and sex of the patient,her nervous, almost hysterical, temperament, andthe character of the symptoms generally, confirn
this diagnosis.

The treatment consisted in the application of ablister over the painful part of the spine. The
vomiting ceased after the blister rose, and the
patient has vomited only once since, and this was
in connection with taking some purgative medicine.
Her diet, which was at first rather restricted, hasnow been enlarged, and an improvement is alreadyobservable im the general condition of the patient.

LAPAROTOMY-REMOVAL OF PEDICU-
LATED UTERINE FIBROID. - RE-
COVERY.

The following case, under the care of James B.Hunter, M.D., Surgeon to the New York State
Woman's Hospital, etc., is reported in the New
York Medical Yournal:--M. R., aged thirty-three
years, was admitted to the Woman's Hospital,
January 3r, 1876. She had been married ten
years, and had had five children and three abor-
tions. Four years earlier, after a confinement, shenot:ced a small "lump" in the left side of the
abdomen. One year before admission she became
pregnant, and at the fourth month began to have
pain in the left side. She was also much largerthan at the same period in former pretnacies.
She could feel the tumor as a mass distinct from
the uterus. At eight months she was delivered of
a still-born child. Pain in the left side and left
imb had been constant from the fourth month, butceased after delivery, though the tumor continued
o increase in size. The abdomen was thirty-
even inches in circumference, measured over the

unirdSaturday, February 12, 1876, at the request of
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Dr. Thomas (whose assistant I then was), and
assisted by Dr. C. S. Ward and the House Staff
I performed laparotomy in the usual manner
Having made an incision five and three quartei
inches long in the abdominal walls, and evacuated
a large amount of ascitic fluid, I Was able to inseri
tbe hand and examine the tumor satisfactorily. Il
proved to be a solid fibroid, of the size of a largecocoa-nut, attached to the uterus by a rather short
pedicle. Thomas's clamp was used, close to the
uterus, and the pedicle severed. The abdomen
was then thoroughly sponged out, and the incision
closed by eleven silver sutures, a glass drainage-
tube being left in, close to the clamp. The
operation occupied thirty minutes.

February r3th.-There was good reaction after
the operation. Pulse 96 ; temperature 102°.
Morphine enough given hypodermically to relieve
pain.

14th.-Pulse 8o; temperature 104°. 15th.-
Pulse 78 ; temperature 102°4/. r6th.-Pulse 78 ;
temperature 1023/°. I7th.-Pulse 78 ; tempera-
ture 1oi U/. r8th.-Puise 78; temperature 102/2°.
z9th.-Pulse 74 ; temperature io½. 20th.-
Part of the sutures were removed.

From this time the patient progressed slowly
toward recovery, continuing weak. The clamp
was removed February 23rd, when the pedicle wasdrawn an inch and a half below the level of theintegument, but the space left was gradually
filled, the patient recovered her strength, and wasdischarged March 29th.

A MUSEUM OF HYGIENE.

The Parkes Museum of Hygiene was opened
in London on June 18th, with good prospect ofbecoming a useful and interesting institution. Itis designed to be a centre of instruction for thepublic, and is officered by men of such high re-putation in sanitary science as to insure a prospect
of its accomplishng the object it proposes. It is
intended to include in its collections everything,
from literature to machinery, which may be of
sanitary value, or incite to sanitary study.

We hope that the success of this institution may
leid to the establishment of a similar one with us.
There are few chies the population of which bas a
greater ned than ours to be thoroughly acquainted
with the ways of preventing disease. A museum
which would be a centre for the diffusion of such
knowledge, and which, by its existence and the
display of its collections, would call attention to,
the progress that is made m it, could not fail to
benefit the city. We are now constantly exposed
to infection from without, and the development
of disease from within. It appears that we cannot
have our streets kept clean, nor can we pull down

the wretchedly-built tenement-houses that inclose
them. It is possible, however, to diffuse more
widely the fact of the danger of living beside a
garbage-heap, of being fanned by the exhalations

I from a sewer, and of being personally or domestic-
ally unclean. Besides, sanitary science bas now
reached such maturity in knowledge, such richness
in literature, and can show such ingenuity and skill
in its mechanical and architecturai devices, that it
deserves a place where it may record its work and
display its successes.

Museums of all kinds seem to find ready sup-
port and appreciation among our citizens. We
recall the fact that the fossil tracks of the Thick-
Toed Birds are elegantly displayed, and not in-
frequently gazed upon in Central Park, and that
the Two-Headed Nightingale warbles to largeaudiences in the Bowerv. There are, in addition,
plenty of places where our moral or esthetic sense
may be feelingly appealed to, and we ask, why notcreate a museum whose prosperity would indicate
something more than love of pure science, a fine
artistic taste, or a morbid fondness for freaks of
Nature ?-Med. Record.

CARBOLIC ACID IN DIPHTHERIA.

Dr. J. I. Rooker, (American Practitioner) in
giving the results of his experience in the treat-
ment of diphtheria says : "I am inclined, from
my previous observation of the disease and my ex-
perience in this epidemic, to believe that the
disease can be often cut short by a strong solution
o carbolic acid, used locally with the spray por-ucer; but that to attempt the use of gargles, espe-cially in children, is worse than useless; that if the
atomizer is thus used, it certainly prevents the
formation of the pseudo-membrane. I am also of
the opinion that in old and well-formed cases it
may prove successful. I remember to have had in
the family of Mr. L. a very severe case. The
patient had been suffering for six or seven days
prior to my seeing her. When I was called the
disease had assumed the laryngeal form ; there
was difficult breathing and almost complete loss of
voice. In this case Richardson's atomizer was
used, in connection with the glass mouthpiece. In
a short time after I commenced these applications
of a solution of carbolic acid, the case slowly re-
covered.

" Carbolic acid bas been used in the treatment
of this disease by others before me. Dr. Eastman,of Idianapolis, read an interesting paper on this
disease before the Hendricks County (Indiana)Medical Society, which was published in the
ITndiana Medicai -ourna, I think in 1872. While
I do not claim priority in the use of carbolic acid
in the treatment of this malady, I do claim that to
my knowledge no one bas used it with the atomizer,
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nd with the persistency with which I used it iiwY practice. In about twenty families where therwere cases of the disease, 1 had the unaffecteiembers of the fanily use the atomizer, and in buone instance did the prophylactic treatment fail c

success.

HEART FAILURE IN A CASE OF ASCITES ANIHYDROTHORAx RELIEVED BY THE INTRAVENOU:INJECTION OF AMMONIA.(C/mjc by Prof. Fin
New Yor.)-The next case that I have toshow yoi
as one that most of you will, no doubt, remembeas having been before the class last week. I wilmot read the history over again, but will simpl)remind you that the patient had had hydroperitonæum, for which she had been tapped soon afteiher admission to the hospital (which occurred thre(days before), and that the pleural cavity of the righilung was still filled with liquid at the time you sawher. A week ago I dwelt upon the connection, as.a general rule, of hydroperitonSum with cirrhosi
of the liver, but stated that although in the majority of instances it was found that the latter stoodin a causative relation to the former, there was foevidence to cause us to believe that this patient
had been addicted to the use of alcohol. As this
is the accepted cause of cirrhosis of the liver, wetherefore concluded that the present was one ofthose comparatively rare cases in which hydroper-itonæum existed without cirrhosis. A considerableamount of fluid had been removed by the tapping,and the patient, you will remember, was weak and
qulte nervous.

aThe subsequent history of the case has proved
taMst Iaerosg tone, and it is on that accountthat I have brought it to your attention again. Ontue day that you last saw her the patient began totuffer very greatly from nausea, without being able.to vomit muc and the ineffectual efforts whichshe made towards emesis caused her much distress.She was ordered a af ounce of whisky every threehurs, but ih spite of this did not seem to gain anystrength, although she did not suffer much fronbyspnea. The b following day she was still foundit be very weak, but with no marked dyspnœa, andit was now noted that she was quite apathetic, sothat she had to be persuaded to take her nourish-nent and stimulus. On the day after that thehouse physician was hastily summoned by thenurse, on account of the extreme exhaustion ofthe patient. When he reached the bedside hefound ber almost completely unconscious, that shewould continuaoy stide down in the bed, and thatShe could fot be aroused to take notice of anything.The eyes had a vacant stare, the pupils weredalated, the tongue was dry and brown, and thejaw bad fallen, so that there seemed to be no ques-tion that she was actually moribund. Under thesecircumstances paracentesis thoracis was promptly

n resolved upon, and ninety ounces of fluid was thus
withdrawn from the pleural cavity. During the1 operation ten or twelve half drachms of whiskyt were administered hypodermically ; but in spite off this the pulse, which had before been very weak,
disappeared altogether at the wrfst, while the car-diac impulse grew so feeble that it could scarcely
be felt at all. It had been hoped that when the

Sfuid had been removed, and the lung thus allowed
to expand, so that respiration might be more satis-
factorily performed and the blood more readily
Oxygenated, the evidently failiny forces of the

r patient would rally, but this did not prove the case.
The hypodermic injection of whisky having been
fo-nd to be of no service in overcoming the ex-
treme exhaustion present, half a drachm of liquorr ammonie, diluted with an equal quantity of water,was Injected directly into a vein of the arm, care
being taken first to expose the vessel by dissecting·up the skin over it, and that the needle of the
syrnge directly entered its lumen. The cutting of
the skin did not make the slightest impression
upon the patient, who was now apparently alto-
gether unconscious, but in ten or twelve seconds
after the liquor ammoniie entered the circulation
there was a marked increase in the strength of the
pulsation of the heart. At the end of two minutes
the pulse could again be felt at the wrist, and after
two minutes more she gave a sigh, and began to
rouse herself. She was soon able to take four
ounces of egg-nog by the mouth, and in half an
hour from the time that the amionia was adminis-
tered she declared herself to be quite comfortable,
and was breathing more naturally than she had
done at any time since lier admission. From this
time on she took a considerable quantity of egg-
nog, which was very well b'orne. and by evening
was still further improved in every way. Duringthe next two days she continued to grow better,
and on the third, which was the day before yester-
day, she felt well enough to sit up for a time.
. I have been exceedingly interested in this case,

and the various features of it have been so well
brought out in the history that I have just read
that it seems scarcely worth while to make anyremarks upon it. Still, in order that the most
important points may be the more strongly fixed
in your minds, perhaps it will be well for me to
make a few comments upon them. Here was a
patient, with a large accumulation in one of the
pleural cavities (having previously had hydroper-itonæum in addition), who continued to growweaker day by day, in spite of the most persistent
stimulation, until at length the house physician
was called to her bedside to find her actually mori-
bund, as indicated by her whole appearance and
condition. Whatever was to be attempted for
relief, therefore, must needs be done as promptly
as possible. First of all it was resolved to remove
the fluid from the chest, under the hope that by
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thus causing an expansion of the hitherto crippled
bing an improvement might be brought about; but,
iotwithstanding the fact that all through the opera-
tion a large quantity of whisky was administered
hypodermically, the patient still continued to sink,
iîndl her situation seemed as desperate as it could
well be. Then it was that the measure was re-
sorted to which I believe was undoubtedly the
ineans of saving ber life, nanely, the injection of
ammonia into the circulation, especial pains being
taken in order that the point of the needie of the
hypodermic svringe should actually pierce the
coats of the vein, but not transfix the vessel. The
effect was certainly remarkable. The idea in em-
ploying the ammonia in this way was to tide over
the failing system of the patient in this crisis of
exhaustion until the powers of nature could rally
once more from the depression which had paralyzed
them, and the attempt proved eminently successful.

I confess thitt this practice was something alto-
gether new to me. I had heard of ammonia being
used in this way for the neutralization of the poison
of venomous serpents in persons who had been
bitten by them, but I do not remember ever to
have seen the record of a case in which it was em-
ployed for the same purpose, and was followed by
the sanie admirable results, as in this instance.
Here the special object of the injection was to
bring the stimulating action of the ammonia to
bear directly upon the failing heart, and this case
certainly seems to establish beyond a doubt the
utility of this remedy as a cardiac stimulant.

Since the day before yesterday, when the last
note was taken, the patient has continued to im-
prove steadily, until to-day we find ber in such a
condition that there seems to be scarcely any
doubt of lier complete restoration to health.-
Boston fed. & Surg. Yournal.

ASPIRATION OF THE KNEE-JOINT IN ACUTE AND
CHRONic EFFUSIONS, AND THE VALUE OF MAR-
TIN's ELASTIC BANDAGE.-The surgical section of
the American Medical Association, May 6, 1879,
(Herad ilfedicz/,) Drs. Marcy, Post and Gross re-
ported cases of dropsy of the knee-joint and other
joints successfully treated by aspiration and pre-
sure. Dr. Post referred in favourable terms to
first aspirating and then overdistending the sac
with a solution of carbolic acid, according to the
method of Calender. All admitted the import-
ance of attention to the constitutional condition of
the patient and to other local remedial agents-
such as counter-irritants, compression, &c., as aids
to aspiration.

FOREIGN BoDIEs IN THE BRAIN.-Dr. Wharton,
(Medical Tires(, July i9, '79, gives the following
analysis of 316 cases of foreign bodies' in the
brain:-

Sir Benjamin Brodie, inanalysing ten cases of

musket-ball lodged in the brain, says, "In two
cases of them the ball was extracted, and one pa-
tier.t recovered, while the other died. In the
remaining eight cases the ball was allowed to
remain ; two of these patients died, while six
recovered. Of the latter, one died several weeks
afterwards, of inflammation of the brain, induced
by excessive drinking, and another died in the
court e of the following year, from sunstroke."
In the following collection of cases, more than
thirty times the number analysed by Brodie, the
results are as follows : of the three hundred and
sixteen cases, one hundred and sixty recovered
while one hundred and fifty-six died.

In one hundred and six cases the foreign body
was removed, death following in thirty-four cases,
recovery in seventy-two cases.

In two hundred and ten cases no attempt was
made to remove the foreign body, death following
in one hundred and twenty cases, recovery iii
eighty-eight cases. It should be here stated that
some ten patients who recovered sufficiently to
attend to their regular occupations, but ultimately
died at periods varying from three to fifteen yea-s
fron the effects of their injuries, have been classed
as having recovered.

Considering the severity of the injury, the pro-
portion of recoveries is large, but on examination
of the cases it will be observed that many of the
recoveries were not complete, the patients after-
wards suffering from epilepsy, vertigo, impairment
of mind, incapacity for physical exertion, paralysis,
loss of sight and hearing. In one hundred and
eleven of the cases of recovery the above-named
symptoms were wanting, while they were present
in forty-nine cases.

In the one hundred and eleven cases that re-
covered without bad symptoms, the foreign body
was removed in fifty-six cases and allowed to
renain in forty-five cases. The question of inter-
ference for removal of foreign bodies is one which
bas caused much discussion, but on which I think
authorities are now generally agreed. In the fol-
lowing collection of cases the results of its removal
were not only most satisfactory as regards recovery
but also as regards the completeness of the re-
covery. There can be no doubt that the presence
of the foreign body increases the gravity of the
injury, and that when its position can be clearly
located, and when its removal is not accompanied
with too great a destruction of tissue, it should be
attempted. The difflculty of locating the foreign
body is seen to be great, for when it bas once
passed out of sight the surgeon has no means of
discovering its position, except by the probe.
Extreme care should be exercised in passing a
probe along the track of a foreign body in a wound
of this nature, as little force is required to cause
the probe to pass through the unresisting brain
structure in a course different from that taken by
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the vulnerating body, and the surgeon may addother wounds to an already most serious injury.On the other hand, where the body cannot beaccurately located, all attempts to find it by fre.quent probing should be desisted from, for, as hasbeen shown, a large number of cases have re-covered where it has not been removed, and thereis a Possibility of its becoming encysted, and ofrecovery taking place in this way, or of life at leastbeing prolonged.

I think that Prof. Thomas Long•ore, in bisarticle on trephining in injuries of the head, ex-presses the opinion of the best surgeons of thepresent day. He says, "If the site of lodgmentof the projectile is obvious, it should be removedwith as little disturbance as possible, but trephin-ing for its extraction when the place of its lodg-ment is flot definitely known, but ,where the pro-jectile is only supposed by inference to be lodged
in a particular spot beneath the cranium, is anunwarrantable operation"t. The presence of the
foreign body in the brain in many cases excites
inflammatory action, which may be eiter rapid or
slow in its progress, sometimes destroying large
amounts of brain-tissue before the case ends fa
tally. That cerebral abscess ts a frequent cause
of death is clearly shown by the fact that it was
present in at least fifty-three of the fatal caseswhere post-mortem examinations were made ; inmany other cases the examination was made solelywith reference to the location of the foreign body,and the condition of the surrounding tissues is notstated.

Apoplexy is also shown to be a cause of deathi these injuries, but much less frequently thanabscess. Pressure of the foreign body on thevenos branches, interfering with the return ofblood, causing effusion into the cavities of thebrain, and this effusion by its pressure interferingwith the function of the nerves which have theirorigin from the base of the brain, is also noted asa cause of death. Convulsions and coma, alsoresuting from this interference with the circulationof the blood in the brain, are frequently noted. Atendency to coma, it might be here stated, as inail head injuries, is a most unfavourable symptol,nearly every one of these cases in wbich it was
marked proving fatal.

The presence of the foreign body in the braiseems to predispose to inflammatory action; i
o01me cases of recovery where the foreign bodyrèliým»ned in the brain, the cases progressedfavourùa7eu until some cerebral excitement wasexpenenced ; five cases are recorded where deathtook place suddenly after excessive drinking, inone case during the excitement of a game ofcards, 'n another after a slight injury of the head.Seven cases were complicated with hernia cere-

t Homes'a system of Surgery, vol. ii. p. 181.

bri; three of these proved fatal, four ending inrecovery.

In quite a number of cases the foreign bodyremained in the brain for some time without caus-
ing any unfavourable symptoms, when suddenlycerebral symptoms were developed and death
quickly followed. I think that the experiments
of M. Flourens will help to explain these cases.
He introduced leaden bullets into- the brains of
rabbits and dogs. The balls were placed on dif-
ferent parts of the upper region of the encephalon
and on the lobes of the cerebellum. The balls
left to the action of their own weight penetrated
by degrees the substance .of the brain, and ulti-
mately stopped at the base of the craniun, the
passage made by the balls healing after them.*
This fact that bodies were found to change their
Position may account for the sudden deaths in
cases where their presence had previously occa-
sioned little trouble. With regard to the fatality
of injuries of different parts of the brain, authori-
ties differ. Guthrie says that an injury of appar-
ently equal extent is more dangerous in the fore-
head than on the side or middle of the head, and
much less so on the back part than on the side.t

Brodie, on the other hand, says, " I have not
been able to discover in the works that I have
consulted a single instance of recovery from a
wound of the posterior lobe of the cerebrum, cere-
bellum, or medulla oblongata, and in the great
majority of cases where a cure has taken place the
njury has been confined to the frontal bone and

the parts of the brain which are covered and de-
fended by it."‡

Brodie's opinion that recovery is more apt to
follow wounds of the anterior portion of the brain
is strengthened by examination of the cases whcre
the foreign body penetrated the frontal bone, of
which there were one hundred apd thirty-two, fol-
lowed by death in fifty-eight cases and recovery in
seventy-four cases.

There were fifty-eight cases of penetration of the
parietal bones, followed by twenty-seven deaths
and thirty-one recoveries.

The occipital bone was penetrated in twenty-
three cases, with sixteen deaths and seven re-
coveries.

The temporal bones were penetrated in thiriy-
one cases, with twelve deaths and nineteen re-
coveries.

Wounds of the orbit were by-far the most fatal,
eighteen in number, followed by seventeen deaths
and one recovery, although the persons were in
nany cases unconscious of the injury, and the un-
favourable symptoms developed suddenly.

* Dublin Med. Press, July to December, 1862.
t Guthrie's Commenta on Su ry, p. 299.
‡ works of Sir Benjamin Brod¶e. vol. iiL p. 83.
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The sphenoid bone was penetrated in five cases, of a disinfectant spray every hour or half hour forwitnfourdeaths and one recovery. fifteen minutes or longer, and inhalation of hotIn forty-nine cases where the wound tf entrance steam (112° to 122°). The following solutionswas not definitely stated, there were twenty-two were made use of according to the period of thedeaths and twenty-seven recoveries. affection : 2.5 per cent. solution of potass. ch]. ; ao.i per cent. solution of salicylic acid; and in the
THE GREAT CONTAGIOUSNESS OF DÎPTHERIA-. case of the grand duchess, when the septic decom-

The BostonMed.andSurg.ournalsays:---Amei position began to become alarming, a 0.25 percan physicians have not, we think, been sufmci- cent. solution of permanganate of potash, injec-aouysis t heve get der of, consufciently tions of freshly prepared dilute chlorine water, the*aroused to the very great danger of contagion and slution containing from twenty-five to thirty per,development of the worst forms of the diseas soltocnamgfmtwtyivtohrypefromepatients o he mrldlyorms ffetedIse cent. of the officinal chlorine water. In those in-from patients who are mildly affected. in h is stances in which the fibrinous exudations began toaccount of the outbreak of diphtheria in the grand involve the larynx, either the fluids just mentioned,ducal family of Hesse-Darmstadt, Oertel 1 says the wr xhne o iewtr rtelte avirulence of the imported infectious mate were exchanged for hime-water, or the latter wasdiruec ofthe trans issioby kieatter, its inhaled alternately with the others. Oertel be-direct transmission by kisses, and the quantum lieves, after experiment and bedside practice, thatwhich was broug t into play by this mode of lime-water is the sbest means for the solution oftransmission are of grave importance. We are fibrinous membranes. Internally the fever andfully justified in making direct use aere of the the septic infection were combated by the admin-resuts of experimental investigations and attempts istration of salicylic acid and benzoate of soda inat inoculation. The intensity of the affection, the large doses (the grand duchess could not takedegree of the anatomical lesions, and the i ty quinine), and everything was done to keep up the
]ike wcrtie na Oertel's experiments of the strength by wine, arrack, cognac, and the etherealanimal were in aorte e qua under tincture of the acetate of iron.inued dionsproportionate to the quantity of Oertel does not believe in the specific action ofinoculated diphtheritic matter. We likewise see sulphur; yet it was used in some of the cases, soin practice that those cases run the most rapid many letters came, especially from England, urging-and most fatal course in which direct transmission its use. [It is strange that all these cases re-of contagious matter has taken place. Proof is tO coee. rticles which had come in contactbe found in the number of physicians who have covered.] Aties whic d coe i oat
fallen victims to the disease while in attendance roomsthe patient were disnfected; also all the
on such cases.

Oertel says the diphtheritic contagium, thepara- TEE APPLICATION 0F JUNoD's BOOT-Beingsitical nature of which has become a conviction of desirous of seeing Dr. Junod apply bis boot, Ihis, is little volatile, is disseminated especially in visited hiru one day by appointment in Paris, in
the diphtheritic membranes and in the buccal fluidn visitedhu one ay.by appointmen infPris, inandtheinfctin ake plcein os caesby tJanuary, 1877 ; he having previously informed meand the infection takes place, in mostcases, by its that the apparatus should not be applied for atdirect transmission, either by means of the atios least three hours after a meal. I was shown intopheric air, or by touching objects to which a very small room, which served him as a bed-gadheres. Such objects are especially those com- room, study, and consultation room. After a fewing in contact wîth the mucous membrane of the minutes, bie produced a bag containing the wellbuccal cavity, etc., as spoons, tumblers ; also known brass boot, some India rubber circular
pocket-handkerchiefs, etc. The propagation of bands from eight to ten inches deep, and sorne
the diphtheritic contagium is much rarer, and we long narrow strips of tbe same material, about
shall have to admit this way of transmission only two inches wide. Dr. Junod proposed to apply
when we are really in the position of completel tw o h w e Dr Jod rose to appl
excluding all other possibilities. It should bY the boot to my leg ; flrst covering the foot with
remembered by our readers that out of a house- tw
hold of sixty-eight persons, only the members of wrapped the rest of it round the limb to above
the grand ducal family were affected (six of whom the knee. I then put my leg and foot into the
were attacked). Oertel says that diphtheria was metallic boot, which had been also warmed before
imported into Munidh from without in 1863, and the fire; a band of muslin folded six or eight
bas prevailed there ever since. times, with a little cotton-wool interposed, was

The treatmentpursued in the case of the grand applied two or three times round the leg, on a
ducalfamily was that which Oertel has used for level with the mouth of the boot, which reached'
more than twelve years, and which be says he stili to just below the knee : and over the muslin he
finds the most efficacious in comparison with wound a strip of the narrow India rubber band.
other modes. It consisted of isolation, inhalation He had previously stretched a wide India rubber

circular band over the mouth of the apparatus,1 British Medical Journal, January 11, 1879. and now slipped its free margin over my knee,
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and flattened it out so that it reached several
anches up the thigh. The India rubber bands are
very thin ; and, as an additional precaution, one
of the narrow strips was wound two or three times
round the limb, overlapping the edge of the
circular band.

Dr. Junod then screwed the tube of a small air-
Punp, six or seven inches long and an inch and a
half in diameter, to the boot, giving me the pump
to work. After about a dozen strokes, a very good
vacuum was produced. I felt the pressure chiefly
above the upper rim of the foot, but nothing in
the foot. The limb was bare, with the exception
Of my sock, which was left on. Dr. Junod now
took the air pump, and gave a few strokes from
time to time, which I felt at once by the increased
pressure. He usually continues the application
for an hour, at the end of which time the limb, in
ordinary cases, is found much swollen in size, with
all its soft parts considerably harder to the touch;
and twenty-four hours generally elapse before the
swelling and hardness entirely disappear. In my
case, the boot was only kept on a quarter of anhour ; and, notwithstanding this,, the leg was
decidedy increased in bulk, and felt harder from
the ànkle upwards, the circunference of the calfbeing two centimètres greater than that of the other
leg. I could see no change in the foot. The leg
was uncomfortable, and felt as if it had been bruised
all over, or as if I had greatly overwalked myself
with that leg.

Dr. Junod's attention was first attracted to thissubject when, while still a student, he was called
to see a young woman suffering from severe cere-bral congestion ; and the thought struck him that,by, means of atmospheric pressure, blood might bedrawn te the extremities to relieve the congestion
of the head; he devised the requisite apparatus,
and the patient was cured.

. If pain be felt at any moment, the tube of the
air-pump must at once be discontinued, and thepressure removed. Dr. Junod felt my pulse fromtime to time, as syncope is sometimes apt to occur.
As it was, I felt extremely tired the rest of the day,and also next morning. When I called on Dr.Junod, a few days afterwards, he explained that aspare individual like myself was more influenced
by an application of the exhausting boot than aPlethoric person, who had more blood, and whose
Circulation was therefore less effected when acertain quantity was detained in one limb. Dr.Junod has an appointment to the Paris hospitals,wVith an almost nominal salary, and has hardly anyprivate practice, except when he is called in con-
sultation as a last resource. He has succeeded
sufficiently often in saving life to justify his faith inbis invention. According to him, in regular treat-
rrent, an hour's daily, application of the boot isessential.-BERNARD ROTH, F. R. C. S., GrandParade, Brighton.-Brit. Med. yournal.

THE TREATMENT OF CHOLERA-INFANTUM.-
Dr. Charles H. Avery, of New York, (Medical
Record,) writes that he has adopted the following
treatment in cholera-infantum with very great suc-
cess: He first directs that a poultice be made as
follows, and applied over the stomach: Take of
pounded gloves, cinnamon, and ginger, each, one
teaspoonful, add a small quantity of flour, and then
moisten the whole with brandy. Spread the mix-
ture on and cover with thin flannel, and so fasten
it that it will be kept in position. Occasionally
moisten the poultice with brandy, which can be
done without removing it. One teaspoonful of the
following mixture is then ordered every two hours
for children over three months old.

1. Acid carbol . . . . . . gr. xxiv.
Spts. vini . . . . . . . gtt. xxiv.
Aq. menth pip . . . . . à iss.
Mucil. acac . . . . . 3 vi.
Syr. papaver . . . . . . 3 vi.

Tr. opii . . . . . . . gtt. x. M.

As a rule the vomiting ceases before the hour
arrives for the administration of the third dose;
frequently before the second dose is given.

The passages from the bowels are not arrested
by the medicine, but within twenty-four or forty-
eight hours they begin to change in character, soon
diniiish in frequency, and afterwards cease alto-
gether. The diet of the child is restricted to
barley-water and milk. If it is a nursing child,
barley-water is administered before it is allowed to
take the breast.

If the vomiting is severe, the child is not ai/ow-
ed to take anything, except the medicine, for th-ee
hours.

If there is marked evidence of acidity of the
digestive tract, teaspoonful doses of the following
mixture are given every ten or fifteen minutes for
two or three hours.

1. Mistura crete . . . . . . ij.
Syr. rhei . . . . . . .... M.

To this he sometimes adds fifteen grains of hy-
drarg. cum creta.

As a substitute for the above antacid mixture,
he sometimes gives ten grains of subnitrate of
bismuth, and five grains of pepsin three times a
day.

The leading features of the plan which he recom-
mends are : the spice poultice, the barley-water and
milk diet, and the medicines according to the first
prescription.

SELF-LIMITATION IN CAsES OF PHTHIsIS.-Dr.
Austin Flint, (N. Y. Med. _our. August), read a
paper giving the result of his observation in cases
of phthisis that coinpletely recovered or ceased to
advance. He held that the favorable course of
certain cases was due to self-limitation of the
disease, as was claimed by him in an article pub-
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lished in the " American Journal of Medical
Sciences,' January, i838, in which there were re-
ported twenty-four cases of recovery. During
thirty-four years of observation he had collected
a sufficient number of cases ending in recovery, in
which there had been either no treatment or treat-ment that could not be considered of a curative
character, to prove that the disease in certain in-stances might be either self-linited or non-progres-
tive after a period. » He excluded cases of acute
tuberculosis, cirrhosis of the lung, and interstitial
pneumonia.

Of 67o cIses of phthisis, occurring during thirty-
four years, 44 ended in recovery. In 31 cases thedisease ceased to progress for varying periodsranging from several months to several years. Heconsidered the non-progressive cases as provingthat the disease ended, although recovery from thelesions did fot take place, and feit justified inadding both together, making in al7 ae u
of 670 a 75 cases out

Of the 44 cases of recovery, practically no treat-ment was pursued in 13 ; and of the 31 cases ofarrest, in 15 there was no treatment. In severalcases of both groups there was no change in themethod of life, and in a considerable number thechange was not of such a character as to be i.portant Dr. Flint said that ail of the casesreferred to were reported in detail in his book onphthisis.
In regard to the prognosis, the symptomns in..dicating a favorable issue were slight increase inpulse and temperature ; small amount of loss offlesh, and a fair appetite; in other words, toleranceof the disease.
In regard to the lungs, the more limited thelesions, the greater the tendency to limitation; and,although there was limitation in cases of largelesions, the amount of diseased tissue did otadmit of restoration.

FORCIBLE DILATATION OF THE SPHINCTER ANIIN TREATMENT OF HEMORRHIDS.--Dr. G. T.Carter, Professor of Physiology and Pathology,Evansville Medical College (Am. Med. Bi- Weekly,Feb., 1879), reports twelve cases of hemorrhoids
treated by forcible dilatation of the sphincter, viththe happiest results. He uses an instrument de-vised by himself for the purpose, which is so con-structed that the blades, six inches long andthree-fourths of an inch broad, may be dilated bymeans of a screw, from two inches in circumferenceto six or more, retaining the same circumferencethroughout their entire length.

A peculiarity noticed in ail long-standing caseswas a small outlet to an enlarged bowel. In some
of the first cases, when he neglected to cause auevacuation before operating, the operation wasimmediately followed by the discharge of enormous
quantities of fæces; in one case an impacted plug,

four inches in diameter, came away. His owrn
observations have led him to conclude that.
"hemorrhoids are never the precursors, but always.
the result of constipation, or other obstruction to
the free flow of blood to or from the. anal region,"
and that " varices are only modes of equalizing ex-
cessive pressure, hence it is a good rule to remove
the pressure."-Detroit Lancet.

THE THERAPEUTIC VALUE OF HYDROCYANIC
ACID.-Dr. Keith Nornan Macdonald calls atten-
tion to the therapeutic influence of hydrocyanic
acid in arresting the night-cough of children after
failure with the bromides. He has lately demon-
strated its beneficial effects in a case in which it
completely arrested a cough of sixteen months"
standing in forty-eight hours. The patient, a
child four years of age. suffered from night-cough,-
for the relief of which bromide of potassium and
ammonium and change of air had been in vain
prescribed. At length the following mixture was.
administered :-

I. Acidi hydrocyanici . . . . . . m viij.
Syrupi simplicis . .. . . . fl. 3ij.
Aquæ distillat . . . . ..f. ij. M.

Sig., one teaspoonful every four hours.
The first few doses did not appear to produce
much effect, so the dose was increased to a tea-
spoonful and a half every three hours when neces-
sary. The good effects of the remedy became at
once apparent, especially in the night attacks. It
was particularly noticed that when a paroxysm of
cough came on it ceased suddenly and unexpect-
edly five minutes after each dose. Within a week
a cure had been affected, and the patient now ap-
pears to be in the full enjoyment of robust health.
-The Edin. Med. Jour.

SALICYLIC AcID IN ACUTE RHEUMATISM.-Dr.
Moore, in an article in the (N Y. Med. Jour.
August), sums up his renarks on the treatment of
acute rheumatism by salicylic acid as follows:

i. That its most beneficial effects are manifested
in the more acute cases. In sub-acute cases there
is less, and in chronic cases not any advantage from
its use.

2. That it should be given in doses of not less
than twenty grains, every two hours, in an adult.

3. That its use should not abruptly terminate-
on the subsidence of the pain and fever, but the
interval between the doses should be more and
more prolonged.

4. That, by its employment, " rheumatic fever
may, in a najority of cases, be made a disease of
hours, or at most of days, instead of months as it
formerly was.

5. That, by the brevity of the febrile condition,
the chances of cardiac complication occurring are.
diminished.
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TORONTO, SEPTEMBER 1, 1879.

THE BRITISH MEDICAL COUNCIL.

A brief session of the General Medical Council
*of Great Britain was held in July. The meeting
was principally summoned to elect a President-
and Dr. H. W. Acland was again appointed for the
usual term of five years.

n the course of the sitting an important corres-
;pondence between the Imperial Government and
thé Canadian Government in respect of the action
Of the Dominion towards medical men of the
United Kingdom was laid before the Council by
Mr. Miller, the Registrar. Last year a registered
practitioner of Great Britain wrote to the Registrar,
stating that the Legislatures of Quebec and Onta-
rio had refused to acknowledge the British regis-
tration as in force there, and had proceeded against
hin for being an unregistered practitionery The
subject was brought before the Lord President of
the Privy Council, who subsequently sent to the
Council a correspondence which had passed be-
tween the Colonial office and the Marquis of Lorne
respecting a claim for protecticn set up by the
nedical men of Ontario, and to which the Province
proposed to give effect by imposing a heavy regis-
tration fee in cases where British physicians sought
registration in Ontario. Sir Michael Hicks Beach,
in a letter to the Marquis of Lorne, said :

"I join in the hope expressed by the LordPresident that neither the Dominion Government
nor the Provincial Government of Ontario willadopt any measures to impair the rights of medicalnen registered in this country to practise through-out the Queen's dominions. 'There would naturallybe much objection in this country to the imposi-tion of unreasonable and prohibitive fees such asappear to be proposed, as it was never contem-plated that the concession made by the Imperial
Act of 1868 in favor of the colonial authorities

should be employed as a means of depriving medi-
cal men registered in this country of the privileges
which they possess under the Act of 1858; and it
is to be feared that there would be much difficulty
in inducing Parliament to pass the provisions in
favor of the colonial practitioners in the Bill now
before them, if it is known that new impediments
are being created in Canada to the exercise by
English registered practitioners of the rights which
they at present enjoy. I request that you will lay
this despatch before your Ministers, and I shall be
glad to receive any observations which they or the
Provincial Government of Ontario may desire to
offer in regard to this matter."

To this Lord Lorne replied by enclosing a peti-
tion from the Ontario College of Physicians and
Surgeons, stating at the same time that the petition
had been presented to him by an influential and
representative deputation, including the Prime
Minister, the Minister of Public Works, and the
leading physicians and surgeons in Ontario. He
also enclosed the report of a committee of the
Privy Council of Canada, which report had been
approved by the Governor General. This report
said :

" The Committee of the Privy Council, having
had before them the petition of the College of
Ph3 sicians and Surgeons of Ontario to your Ex-
cellency, beg leave to report that, in their opinion,
the 31st clause of the Act 21 and 22 Vic., cap. 90,
p. ssed by the Imperial Parliament in 1858, known
as 'The Medical Act,' was manifestly an interfer-
ence with the rights of government and legislation
then possessed by the several Provinces which
were afterwards united by the British North Ame-
rica Act, 1867; and that the statute 31 Vic., cap.
29, passed since the Dominion was constituted, is
a still greater interference. The committee cannot
help thinking that these Imperial Acts were passed
without the attention of Parliament having been
called to the fact that they infringed upon the
legislative power conferred upon the Provinces
and the Dominion, and feel assured that on the
subject being brought before the notice of her
Majesty's Government steps will be taken for the
repeal of the objectionable provisions. It is ob-
vious that if this legislation is permissible with
respect to the medical profession, it might with
equal propriety be extended by the Imperial Par-
liament to every profession, trade, and occupation
ii Canada, and would thus be subversive to the
rights of self-government graciously conceded to
the people of the DQminion. The committee,
therefore, concur in the prayer of the said petition,
and beg leave to recommend that this matter be
brought by your Excellency under the serious con-
sideration of her Majesty's Government, and they



The petition of the Ontario College, which was
incorporated in 1869, stated nearly the same points,
and urged that a grave injustice would be done to
the Canadian institutions if the qualification of the
various licensing bodies of Great Britain and Ire-
land should, through the medium of the British
Medical Registrar, entitle persons holding these
licences to practise medicine in the Province.
These claims were submitted to legal opinion by
the Imperial Government and also by the General
Medical Council. The reply of the Parliamentary
counsel was as follows:

" The petition of the College of Physicians and
Surgeons of Ontario is based on an entire misap-
prehension of the law. They assume that the Act
31 and 32 Vic., cap. 29 (which authcrized Colonial
Legislatures to enforce the registration, within their
jurisdiction, of persons registered under the Act of
1858) gave to persons registered in the Medical
Register of the United Kingdom a right to prac-
tise in the colonies. This is rot so. The Act of
1858 (21 and 22 Vic., cap. 90), which was in force
at the time when the College of Physicians and
Surgeons of Ontario was established, when the
Canadian Federation Act was passed, gave to prac-
titioners registered in the Medical Register of the
United Kingdom a right to practise throughout
the Queen's dominions. The Act 31 and 32 Vic.,
cap. 29, relaxed the law in favor of the colonies by
allowing a Colonial Legislature to require regis-
tered United Kingdom practitioners to be regis-
tered in the Colonial Register, but it preserved the
right of those practitioners by allowing them to
claim registration as of right. Under this Act, if
the Ontario Legislature requires medical practi-
tioners registered in the United Kingdom to be
registered in Ontario, the Ontario Regirtrar is
bound to register them; but otherwise the Ontario
Registrar is not bound to registtr them, although
unable to prevent their practising without being
registered. It is true that a person may be regis-
tered in the Medical Register of the United King-
dom for a medical qualification or a surgical quali-
fication alone-a defect which the pending Bill
proposes to remedy by requiring a double qualifi-
cation for registration ; but at present registration
will not entitle the possessor of a surgical qualifi-
cation to practise medicine, or the holder of a
medical qualification to pfactise surgery, inasmuch
as under section 31 of the Medical Act, 1858, lie
is only entitled to practise according to his qualifi-
cation. The Privy Council of Canada have not
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suggest that advantage should be taken of the cir-
cumstance of a Bill now being before the Imperial
Parliament relating to the medical profession, by
inserting a clause in it repealing those provisions
of the said Acts which affect Canada."
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committed the mistake as to the law which the
Ontario College have done; but they omit to
notice that at the time the Act of 1858 passed, the
Ontario College did not exist; and, indeed, for all
that appears there may have been at that date no
licensing body whatever in the British North Ame-
rican Provinces. Nor are the Privy Council cor-
rect in stating that the Act of 1868 is a greater
interference with their self-government than the
Act of 1858, because the Act of 1868 does not
compel a colony to register United Kingdom prac-
titioners, but authorizes a Colonial Legislature to
do what it could not do under the Act of i858-
namely, to require a registered United Kingdon
practitioner to be re-registered in the colony. To
preserve the rights conferred by the Act of 1858,it was necessary to provide that if the Colonial
Legislature itself requires such registration it shall
not take away those rights, and shall be bound to
register such a practitioner without further exami-
nation. The interests of Canada would appear to
be to maintain the privileges given by the Act of
1858, as, if the pending Bill passes, a holder of an
Ontario diploma will be able to be registered in
the Uhited Kingdom Register, and thus be able
to practise under his Canadian diploma throughout
her Majesty's dominions."

The opinion of Mr. Ouvry, for the Council, was
to the like effect, and the president, in reply to the
Privy Council Department, said the Medical Coun-
cil had aimed to procure equal privileges for all
who were equally deserving, and would greatly
deplore any action by the Home Government or
by the Colonial Legislatures which should check,
or tend to check, this result.

The correspondence was entered on the minutes.

QUEBEC MEDICAL BILL.

There is at present a Bill before the Legislature
of Quebec, to amend and consolidate the Act re-
lating to the medical profession in that Province.
It was introduced by the Hon. Dr. Church and has
passed the second reading. According to the pro-
visions of the Bill, the profession of Quebec is to
be incorporated under the name of the " College
of Physicians and Surgeons of Quebec." The af-
fairs of the college are to be conducted by a board
of governors, forty in number, elected for three
years, thirty to be chosen from among the members
of the college, and ten to be nominated by the uni-
versities,colleges and incorporated medical schools.,
viz., the University of Laval at Quebec two, Uni-
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versity of Laval at Montreal two, McGill Collegt
two, Bishop's College two, the Medical Departmen
of Victoria College two.

The Loard of governors shall constitute " The
Provincial Medical Board," and no person shall be
allowed to practise medicine, surgery or midwifery
in the Province of Quebec until he obtains a licence
from this board. Every person who has obtained
or who may hereafter obtain a medical degree or
diploma in any university or college mentioned in
the Act shall be entitled to a licence without ex-
amination, provided that such diploma has been
obtained after four years of professional study; and
the board may grant the same privilege to holders
of diplomas in medicine from other British, Colo-
nial or French universities or colleges. ThQse who
have not obtained a degreé or diploma from any of
the institutions mentioned in the Act shall, in order
to entitle them to the licence, pass an examination
in medicine, surgery and midwifery before the Pro-
vincial medical board, and also furnish evidence of
having complied with the rules and regulations laid
down by the board.

The board has also power to establish a prelimi-
nary or matriculation examination which all students
commencing the study of medicine must pass, or
otherwise present a certificate of having passed an
equivalent examination in some college in Her
Majesty's dominions, and acceptable to the board.
The subjects of the prehiminary examination are
English or French, Latin, geography, history, alge-
bra, arithmetic, geometry, belles-lettres, and one of
the following optional subjects-Greek, natural, or
moral philosophy.

Persons from recognized colleges outside of Her
Majesty's possessions must first matriculate (or
furnish an equivalent matriculation certificate), at-
tend one six months' course of lectures in a Pro-
vincial school, and pass a professional examination
before the Provincial medical board.

The Provincial medical board shall have power
to regulate the study of medicine, preliminary ex-
amination, curriculum to be pursued, duration of
study, etc., make rules for the guidance of the ex-
aminers, and prescribe the subjects and mode of
examination. They have also power to appoint
assessors to visit and attend the medical examina-
tions of the various universities, and to report to
the board upon the character of such examinations.
Candidates for thelicence must have studied medi-

e cine for a period of four years from the date of
t matriculation, attended three 6 months' courses of

lectures in an approved university or college, and
present c ertified tickets on two courses of lectures
on each of the leading branches, and one on each
of the minor ones.

The Act also provides that any person who has
attended medical lectures during three sessions in
any medical school in Her Majesty's possessionst
and who has been actually in practice for a period
of thirty years, shal be entitled to registration with-
out examination. Provision is also made for the
admission of women to practise midwifery.

The members of the College shall pay an annual
fee of $2. A tariff of fees shall also be laid down
by the board to be charged in towns and country
for attendance and services, such tariff to be valid
when approved by the Governor in Council of the
Province. This clause is an improvement on the
Ontario Medical Act, in which the tariff is simply
approved by the Council, and places its legality
beyond a question of doubt.

These, together with some penal clauses some-
what similar to those of the Ontario Medical Act,
are the main features of the bill. The bill is an
improvement on those that have preceded it, but
it is very imperfect, inasmuch as it does not pro-
vide for a central examining board, which ought to
be made an essential feature in all medical legisla-
tion of the present day. It is impossible satisfac-
torily to raise the standard of education when cer-

*titicates from several different and competing
universities and schools are received as of equal
merit, and entitling the holder to the licence. It
is notorious that the standard of the different medi-
cal schools in Quebec is not uniform, and it is
most unfortunate that the authorities of Laval, who
are blamed for standing in the way of a central
board, by refusing to surrender the rights of their
students under their charter to demand registration
without examination, should oppose so wholesome
a reforma in medical education. Laval has every-
thing to gain and nothing to lose by sanctioning
the formation of a central examining board, and
we trust soon to see that important feature en-
grafted upon the present medical bill.

THE BRITISH MEDiCAL ASSOCIATION.

The forty-seventh annual meeting of the British
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Medical Association was held in Cork, commenc- a cular emnhasis n the 4 4
ng August 5th, and contin ued in session four days.
l'lie attendance was as usual very large and the
meeting was a most successful one. Among the
visitors from abroad were Drs. Charcot, Mussy,
Gallard, Ball and Bonnafonte of Paris; Martin,
Weber-Lich and Hirschberg of Berlin; Pacchiotti
of Turin ; Cordes of Geneva, and Sayre, Seguin,
Loring, Turnbull, Da Costa, Yandell, Palmer,
Byford and Beard of America.

The President, Dr. O'Connor, Prof, of Medicine,Queen's College, Cork, delivered the annual ad-
dress, in the course of which he referred to the
improved sanitary condition of Cork, as evidenced
by the diminished death-rate, disappearance of
typhus, etc.-due to the increased water supply
and improved sewerage. He showed that Cork
had, during the last half century, regained its edu-
cational character. They had a school of design,
a musical academy, and a large number of educa-
tional establishments, besides asylums, hospitals,
etc. ie then alluded to the objects of the Medi-
cal Association, in furthering the common brother-
hood of the profession and in advancing medical
knowledge, and the mutual advantages of the prac-
tical physician and the scientist, the work of each
aiding the other in establishing a rational basis for
the treatment of disease. He gave to hygiene a
high place among the recent advances in know-
ledge.

The address in medicine was delivered by Dr.
Alfred Hudson of Dublin, on " Laennec: his La-
bors and their Influence in Medicine," and was a
most eloquent and interesting one. He pointed
out that Laennec was the initiator of nethod in
our investigations of disease, and alluded to the
influences of his work on the progress of medicine,
and its moral effect on the members of our profes-
sion. No one will doubt that the acquisition of
the vast amount of subjective data upon which we
now base our conclusions, must tend to make us
more honest and truth-seeking. Although he was
eminent as a pathologist, his fame will always de-
pend in great measure upon his clinical investiga-
tions.

Mr. Savory's address in surgery, on " The Pre-
vention of Blood-poisoning," was most interesting
and instructive and was listened to with marked
attention. Although he did not make an attack
upon Lister's "antiseptic dressing," he laid parti-

e4%.n1 at . Lt e est

results have been achieved by the simplest means."
which, if admitted, would be fatal to the claims of
Lister's method. He dwelt very strongly on the
necessity of great care and attention to the dress-
ing of wounds; the patient's health and surround-
ings; the selection of the operative procedure -
and while he admits the ingenuity of Mr. Lister's
practice, and the good which has followed its use
in hospitals, he complains that what is called
" antiseptic surgery" fixes the attention too exclu-
sively upon the dressing of the wound, to the ex-
clusion of other matters of at least equal import-
ance. Mr. Savory is not a believer in the germ
theory, for he says, "if it be true, what possible
explanation is to be given of the kindly healing of
exposed wounds ?" This difliculty is one which
has been felt by every surgeon of experience, ever
since the theory was broached. If the air be thus
loaded with germs, and if one or two of them slip
ping through the dressing or introduced by the fingers
or an instrument are sufficient to cause an attack
of pyemia, how is it possible for wounds to heal
kindly that are completely exposed ? Mr. Savory's
address shows the need of more definite infor-
mation on many of the most essential points of
surgical treatment, and more especially full and
definite comparison between the results of antisep-
tic and ordinary surgery.

Dr. Sayre, of New York, gave a demonstation
on Hip Disease before a large audience.

The address on "State Medicine" was delivered
by Dr. Andrew Fergus, and was, as might have
been expected, a most able and interesting lecture.

In the sections, Dr. Andrew Clark, of the Lon-
don Hospital, delivered the address on medicine,
taking for his subject " Medical Education--Pre
sent State of Therapeutics-Prospects of Experi-
mental Enquiry." The address in the surgical
section was delivered by Dr. W. K. Tanner of
Cork, on "Surgery in Cork-a Retrospect," and
the address in the obstetrical section was by Dr.
Playfair, on " Intra-uterine Medication." Some
of the most interesting of these addresses will
appear from time to time in our columns.

The honorary degree of M.D. was conferred
upon the retiring (Dr. Falconer) and incoming
presidents by the Queen's University, Dublin, in
commemoration of the meeting of the Association
in one of the colleges of the University.
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DOCTORS' PRESCRIPTIONS. bably a less expensive one, or, in the case of costlymedicine, to diminish the quantity ordered. Phy-

The E'ening e stgra of this city bas recently sicians have therefore found it to their interest to
been making an investigation into the practice deal with certain druggists and to hold them re-
common arong certain druggists, of allowing the sponsible for the proper carrying out of'their direc-
docors a percentage on ail] prescriptions sent them. tin.Tedugs h ecie i h rsrpAlthough we have no sympathy with the practice, tions. The druggist who receives all the prescrip-we do not think it is a matter that interests the tions of a particular physician, will be morecareful and anxious to retain his con5dence, than
public one iota, as the druggists charge a very the druggist who receives oniy a casual one.nearly uniform rate for the prescriptions put up by
them. But there is a subject which interests the
public much more, and that is the habit among MEDICINAL FLUID EXTRACTS.nearly all druggists of prescribing over the counter MEIN F LUID EXTRAC t
for persons who apply to them for medicines for Much dissatisfaction hvarious aiments. This is a very serious matter profession withthe many and various manufacturesand one which ought not to be overlooked, and the of so-called fluid extracts, and we regret té sayenterprising editor of the Zeegram would do an that the objection has in many cases been wellinfinitey greater amount of good if he could be fOunded. The administration of medicines in thisthe means of arousing the public to the danger of concentrated form has grown in favor of late years,trusting their lives in the hands of men who have but the unsatisfactory results often obtained hasneer made such special study of "the ills that led to serious doubts as to their -efficacy. Weflesh is heir to," as to enable them to diagnose and have had brought to our notice the Medicinalprescribe for disease with any degree of skill and Pluid Extracts made by Messrs. Wyeth & Bro. ofcertainty The discussion so far, has brought to Philade!phia, and from what we know of the relia-iight the fact that nearly all the doctors send their ble character of these chemists, we can confidentlyPrescriptions to the druggists, thus throwing a recommend their preparations to the attention ofhandsome revenue into their treasury, and they the profession. These Extracts have been tho-certainy ought to be content without endeavoring rougly tested and proved to be all that is claimedto rob the doctors of their fees for prescribing. for them. Samples are being distributed amongSome of te druggists in this. city have also been physicians throughout the country and the manu-known to traffic in the doctor's prescriptions, and facturers ask for them a fair trial. These extractsthe latter have been obliged to discontinue send- are well prepared and of full strength, every one ofing them to such druggists to be filled up. them representing absolutely the activity of theApart aitogether from the percentage system which drug, grain for minim.we are not now diicussing, for, as we have said, it is In drawing attention to the above we desire tofot a matter affecting the public interests, it is not notice some of the other valuable preparations ofonty very convenient, but also most expedient, that this firm. Their Dialyzed Iron, now so favorablythe doctor soud send his prescriptions to a drug- known, was originally introduced by Wyeth &gist upon whom he can rely, who fully understands Bro., and is now acknowledged to be the onlyis mode of prescribing, his handwriting, his abbre- preparation that has fulfilled all the claims madeviations, etc., and who keeps those medicines con- for it. Physicians must not be surprised if, instantly on hand that he is in the habit of prescrib- using dialyzed iron of spurious and inferior quality,ing. This is, we apprehend, one of the chief they do not get the desired results. We have usedreasons w y patients are sent to a particular drug- the preparation made by Wyeths and have foundgist to have their prescriptions filled. Although it to give entire satisfaction.druggists are as a rule as honest as the generality Their Com.Pressed Powders are also very elegantof tradespeople, they are not all or always to be in forn, and, being free from all excipients, arerelied upon. Instances have occasionally come to very soluble. They are fast growing in popularity,sigt, where the druggist has been tempted to sub- and physicians may rely in obtaining the beststitute one kind of medicine for another, and pro- results in prescribing them.
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Wyeths' Elixirs, Beef Iron and Wine, Cod-liver Fibroids, by Dr. Rosebrugh ; Dermoid Cyst cfOil with Hypophosphites, Peptonic Pills, and Ovary, by Dr. Grant; Demonstration on MedicalChlorate Potash Tablets have been thoroughly Anatomy of Brain, by Dr. Osler; Pilocarpine intested and Jargely prescribed, and have given the Iritis, by Dr. Buller; Remarks on Therapeuticsprofession the utmost satisfaction. and Materia Medica, by Dr. Playter; Use of the
BEAUTIFUL PICTURES.-Messrs. Stinson & Co.,

of Portland, Maine, publish only the better class
of pictures, and it is well known that anything
coming from this reliable house is of standard
ment. We have just received copies of four very
fine steel engravings, which they have just brought
out. The plates were engraved in London, at an
expense of four thousand pounds sterling. These
engravings are after paintings by great modern
masters of art, and the artists who engraved the
plates stand in the front rank of the world's re-
nowned engravers. They make up the finest and
most elegant set of works of high art ever brought
out by American publishers.

We have also to acknowledge the receipt of a
beautiful and finely executed chromo, " The Cally
Lily," which is a perfect gem in its way. The
above firm stands at the head of the art publishing
business in America. We; call attention to their
advertisement in another column.

CANADIANS IN ENGLAND.-The following gentle-
men have passed the primary examination of the
Royal College of Surgeons, England; J. C. C.
Cleaver, W. F. Cleaver, W. H. Henderson, of
Kingsfon, Ont; J. B. Lawford, T. G. Hockridge,
and G. R. Butler of McGill College, Montreal; and
H. Teevan of Toronto. The friends of Dr. Teskey,
M B., of Trinity College Toronto, and G. H.
Cowan, M.B., will be glad to learn that they have
successfully passed the final examination of the
Royal College of Surgeons England and have been
admitted members of that body. G. T. McKeough,
M.B., M.R.C.S., Eng., Trinity Medical College has
recently obtained the L.R.C.P., London and
Edinburgh. He has also been elected a Fellow of
the Obstetrical Society of London.

CANADA MEDICAL AssocIATION.-The meeting
of the Canada Medical Association will be held,
as previously announced, in London, commencing
on Wednesday the 1 oth inst. The following papers
have been promised : - On Alcohol, by Dr.
Bucke; Entropion and how to cure it, by Dr.
Alt ; Placenta Proevia,.by Dr. Workman; Uterine

iong Foreps by Dr. Temple; Science of Medi-
cine and Common Sense, by Dr. Curry, &c., &c.

PAPER JACKET INSTEAD OF PLASTER OF PARIS
IN SPINAL DIsEASE.-Dr. A. M. Vance of New
York (Med. Record, June 2rst) has been using for
some time past a jacket of brown manilla paper
stiffened with glue (i) and oxide of zinc (2), instead
of Plaster of Paris a la Sayre, in the treatment of
spinal disease. It is constructed with laces down
the front so as to be tightened, or removed at
pleasure. The advantages claimed for this plaster
are that it is much lighter, more durable, not being
friable like plaster, and may be made to fit more
accurately by means of the laces.

DIGITALIS COMBINATION.-A correspondent asks
us to republish the formula of Dr. Kerr's "Digi-
talis Combination." The recipe contains four
officinal and three non-officinal ingredients; offici-
nal-opium, dulcamara, and stramonium, of each
one ounce, digitalis, half an ounce; unofficinal-
sium lineare (water parsnip), cicuta maculata (water
hemlock), conio-selinum canadense (hemlock pars-
ley), of each one ounce-the whole to be reduced
to a fine powder. The usual dose for an adult is
six grains.

LACTOPEPTINE.-We have on more than one
occasion drawn attention to the excellence of this
elegant pharmaceutical preparation, in the treat-
ment of indigestion, vomiting of pregnancy,
cholera infantum, etc. Now that the latter disease
is so prevalent, it may not be out of place to refer
again to this remedy as a most invaluable agent
in its treatment. Combined with chalk, bismuth,
or lime water, it is of especial service and may be
confidently recommended.

A THIRD CORPUSCULAR ELEMENT IN THE
BLOOD.-Dr. Norris, at a recent conversazione given
by the College of Physicians, London, demon-
strated by a series of transparent micro-photo-
graphs, the existence of a third corpuscular element
in the blood. He says it has hitherto escaped
recognition, owing to the fact that it possesses the
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same color and refractive index as the liquor usually effect a cure in about a week. ''he sulphursanguinis, and is, therefore, invisible in that fluid. if scented with oil of roses or lemon will be less ob-

SIMPLE ELIXIR. - JCctionable.
SSpt. Orange..............3 ij

Spt. Cinnam ............ M x
Alcohol........... i
Syrup

Aqua................aa..vi

This is used as the base of ail other elixirs, and
if colored red by tincture of cochineal is called rea
elixir. Spirit of oranges is made by dissolving one
ounce of oil of sweet orange in fifteen ounces of
stronger alcohol.

THE NEW ARCTIC EXPEDITION.-The arctic
exploring party, fitted up at the expense of James
Gordon Bennett, of the New York Hera/d, and
under the auspices of the United States Govern-
ment, sailed in the steamer Jeanette from San
Francisco for the Arctic Sea early in July last.
The commander is Lieut. de Jong, and among
the scientific staff is J. Collins, Professor of
Meteorology.

THE DISCOVERER OF AN,£STHESIA.-In an
article first published in the Virginia Medical
Afont/diy, and which is now published in pamphlet
form, Dr. J. Marion Sims claims that Dr. Crawford
W. Long, of Athens, Ga., was the discoverer of
anesthesia. Dr. Long extirpated a tumor from
the neck of a patient in March, 1842, while she
was completely anæsthetized by the inhalation of
sulphuric ether.

THE UBIQUITOUs NEWSPAPER REPORTER.-
Another of these ubiquitous newspaper reporters
has been making free use of the name öf a medical
man in the Leamington Post of July 31st. In a
chapter tf accidents (five in number) the Dr's
name has been paraded in each case, almost lead-
ing to t'-e conclusion that he is the only man in
that part of the country competent to treat acci
dents of the nature referred to.

TREATMENT OF ACNEPUNCTATA.-This affection
which is characterized by the appearance of black
specks on the face and neck, occurring about the
period of puberty, is best treated by dusting the
face with precipitated sulphur every night, with an
ordinary puff used for toilet purposes. It will

CREDIT TO WHOM CREDIT is DUE -We notice
that some of the British, and also a few of our
American cotemporaries, in copying from the
CANADA LANCET, refer to it as the Canada Medical
Yourpnal (which of course is correct in a certain
sense). Although " there isn't much in a name,"

r yet we prefer our own to that of any other.

COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS, QUE.-
The preliminary examination of candidates for the
study of medicine and surgery is announced to
take place at Laval University on Thursday, 18th
nst. The semi-annual meeting of the Provincial
Medical Board also takes place at Laval University
on the 23rd inst.

CORONERS.-The following gentlemen have been
appointed Coroners for their respective counties :Charles A. Jones, M.D., of Mount Forest, for the
County of Wellington, J. H. Webb, M.D., of
Waterloo, for the County of Waterloo, and J.
Lane, M.D., of Mallorytown, for the Counties of
Leeds and Grenville, Ont.

CURARE IN HYDROPHOBA.-Several cases of hy-
drophobia have been reported lately in which
curare has been successfully used in the treatment
of this hitherto intractable disease. The success
has been such as to warrant the conclusion that a
remedy has at last been discovered for the treat-
ment of hydrophobia.

LIME JUICE.-The London Lancet prescribes

I an ounce or two of pure West India lime juice,

with sugar, as the best drink for hot weather. TheLince: is right. But unless our memory fails us,
he has left out one or two of the ingredients.-
Phi/ade/phia Evening Bulletin.

TO TEST FOR ALBUMEN.-Pour some nitric acid
in a test tube, then drop the fluid supposed to con-
tain albumen down the side of the tube. If albu-
men be present an opaque white ring is seen on the
surface of the acid. Dr. DaCosta says this is the

smost delicate test with which he is acquainted.

RETIREMENT.-Dr. McCaul, President of Uni-
versity College, Toronto, and Prof. Croft have
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been superannuated and retired on two-thirds of A letter was presented from Mr Avery of Balti.their permanent salaries. These gentlemen have more relative to lcad poisoning as set forth by Dr-been connected with the University for a period of Kedzie's article on that subject, and cliiming thatthirty-five years. 
he had dernonstrated that electroplating the tincans used in preserving fruit, and tin utensils of all

NOVEL REMEDY FOR RIAY FEvER.-Dr. Sebas. kinds, with a thin coating of silver would preventtian (Med. Herald,) recommends the wearing of a any poisoning thiereby.
thick ladies veil over the face and mouth during A communication was presented from A. J.tbe critical season as a preventive. Hie has em. Acmunctoiaspeetd-rmAployed it with rnost successful results in his Murray, veterinary surgeon at Detroit, relative topractie. in "cattle diseases in Michigan," and their relation to
practice. 

public health ; also a part of a letter from a memberBLEEDING IN PUERPERAL FEVER.-Dr. Ellerslie of the National Board of Health on a similarWallace of Philadelphia recommends copious subjeLt.
bleeding in the treatment of puerperal fever, to be Secretary Baker presented his report of the workfollowed by full doses of the watery extract of in the office during the last three months. It in-opium. He has no faith in leeches or blisters. cluded the distribution of a large number of tbe

APPOINTMENTS.-Dr. King, of this city, has been i regular reports and other documents, and of theappointed physician to the " Mercer Reformator registration report of births, marriages and deaths.afoWoen, ph an to the "ercrioeIndustry These were sent to meteorological observers, regular$cholfor Girs," bndoto whih "tar incour ocorrespondents, sanitary exchanges, and other per-
Scool for Girls ' both of which are in course of sons interested in such subjects in Michigan.erection in Toronto. 

Meteorological observations were regularly taken inWe understand that Dr. Canniff of this city pro- the office of the board, and a condensed statemcnth ffic of lsdi the borad a nense semlcntposes to form a class for private instruction in is each week published in the fansing Refub&an
pathology, clinical medicine and surgery, during Weekly reports from over 6o observers of diseasesthe winter session, time and place to suit conve- have been received, examined and filed. A numbernience. He will also give clinical lectures at the of neteorological instruments have been purchasedToronto Hospital. and sent to observers, and some new stations havebeen established. A denand for weekly reports ofThe death of Mr. Maunder F.R.C.S. Surgeon to diseases has been made on health officers of cities,the London Hospital is announced in our ritish as fast as the names have been furnished by theexchanges. 

city recorders. The secretary has spent consider.
ty0¢tg of $0¢{able time in supervising vital statistics, particularly________ of____________ 

those for 1877, and in studying deaths from certain
diseases in a series of years.

MICHIGAN STATE BOARD OF HEALTH. The board has in contemplation the examinationThe quarterly meeting of the state board of of candidates in sanitary science, and the exami-health was held in Lansing on the 8th of July, all nation papers on this subject used in the universitythe members were present. of London and other foreign colleges have beenThe president presented a letter from Theodore secured for study in this connection. hH. Monk of the meteorological office at Toronto, Dr. Lyster reported a plan for the examinationasking for a set of reports of this board, as they de- of physicians in sanitary science.sire to inaugurate a systeni of health and weather Dr. Hitchcock made a report of depot privies,observations similar to that of the Michigan board. and made specific recommendations for remedyingSecretary Baker presented a communication from the nuisances which now prevail rthe secretary of the epidemiological society of He said depot privies should never have a vaultLondon, expressing great interest in the work of but should be water closets connected with a sewerthe Michigan board, especially that for the registra. or be supplied with dry earth or coal ashes ; and ittion of disease. should be made the special duty of a station
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employee to see that the floors are scrubbed daily, proof, were any wanted, of the indomitable in-
the closets kept clean and in perfect operating dustry and persevering practical research of ourorder, and the whole closet thoroughly disinfected German professional brethren.
each day. In places where a sewer is not accessible, The very first lines of the author's preface can-the closet in which the dry earth or coal ashes is fot fail to prepossess the reflecting' reader with aused should be often cleaned, and the refuse favourable opinion of the work, and to incite to itsburied. For water-closets he recommended thorough exploration. At the present day,"" Rhoad's Porcelain seated hopper closet" supplied writes Frerichs, "it is agreed, that the science ofwith Meyer's No. i Patent waste preventing cistern. life is undivided, and that no real defined lifitsThis closet is arranged to flush when the door is eis between the varying phenomena And again,opened and is just the thing for public places, as -i Our general views of disease have been simpli-the hopper is non-absorbent and the shape prevents fied since we have ceased to disconnect it fro n thepersons using it from getting on it with their feet pienomena of e , as something foreign and en-For smaller stations where a water closet could not dwed with a peculiar and individual existence;he used, he described and recommended an exceed- while the several pathologcial processes have beenmgy simple dry earth closet but insisted upon the rende more intlgil sinceses have beenneest fevr-a tetint tba epoe edred more intelligible, since they have beennecessityorevery-day attention to it byan employee re(erred back to their physiological origin, andat the scation. 

since their fundamental structural lesions haveThe committee on sanitary conventions recom- been carefully and thoroughly examined."mended that one be lield in Dtroit in December or In these rational preliminary enunciations, theJanuary, and the next at Grand Rapids. Eforts will cultivated professional reader will promptly seepe made to get as large an exhibition of sanitary ap- that he may anticipate high gratification and
Plances together as possible. Manufâctui ers and valuable instruction, (rom the studious perusal ofdealersin sanitaryapplia ncesare requested. to forward valuable ioructio frnt this perof
catlaogues, advertisements etc., and to correspond the entire work. How different this doctrine, from
with the secretary relative to placing their wares on the antiquated, and far too long time hallowed,exhibition. conceptions of disease, which regarded everyA sample ofred flannel from Dr. Nash of Lapeer, malady that " flesh is heir to," not only as some-reported to have caused sores, had been examined thing alien to the phenomena of life,-a distinctbr.Ktedzihae adfud os have been colored concrete entity,-foreign to the realm of vitality,
by Dr. Kedzie, and found to have been colored Ilendowed with a peculiar and individual ex-with analine which contained arsenic and tin. istence 1" Such, apeculat the present da isThle next regular meeting of the board will be on stne"Suhideed, a.tepsntday, iOctober m4th, '79. still the conception of the ignorant, and such con-_______________'79__ 

stitutes the almost entire trading capital of ail
quackery and charlatanry. Not before the great%otoÎ acl e• central fact of the affinity,-nay indeed, of the
very identity-of disease and health, has been re-A CLINICAL TREATISE o DISEASES 0F THE cognised, can a fair start be made in the rationalLivza. By Dr. Fred. Theo Frerichs. Trans- suyadpruto eiielated by Chas Murchison, M.D, &c. New study and pursuit of medicine.York: Wni. Wood & Co. Toronto: Willing & To signalize any special chapter of Frerich'sWilliamson. 
treatise, might be but to run the risk of unwittinglyThe above work has just been issued from the falling into unjust or ignorant oversight of thepress, in 3 volumes of the usual size of •' iVoods higher merits of nany others; but, in truth, anLibraiy of Standard Medical Works." The name adequate review,-much less, indeed, a compelentalone of the illustrious German author, might suf- criticisn, of these volumes, would be a labour asfice for a guarantee of the excellence of the treatise, far above our abilities, as its extent would bewlich is, beyond question, the most comprehensive, beyond the available linits of our space for thisas well as the most luminous exposition of the department of journalistic recognition. Yet wemorbid affections of the liver ever yet contributed cannot close this brief notice without allusion toto the science of medicine, and affords another the frightrul exhibitions of the consequences of
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fi/ht lacing, shown in the plates given in the third volume, and inspect the plates. without beingchapter of vol. i. thrown into a fit of compssion towards the peningWe had almost hegun to say, that could our sulated eart caskets every day met by howrd on our

young ladies, (and their mimetic sisters of the thoroughfaresk; but they mst go on and completeindustrial classes), only see, even in wood-cut their work of self immolation, for they aIl, and ailplates, the fearful havock perpetrated on their God- their seniors, say the men admire small waists, andgiven natural organs, and especially on their lives, why should fot ail girls do their best to please andby the present ruling mania of transformation of capture the lords Of their destiny? Poor fools,their truly æsthetic original figures into dissociate, bothu
wasp-form monstrosities, they might tremble on We sincerly hope that ur errtic jottings wilthe brink, and resolve to content themselves with not in any serous degree detract from the reader'sthat personal outline which the Creator--has pre-estimate of the book now before us; bt shouldbeneficently bestowed on them; -but no , it is, such unfortunately bd the result, tue mis-dventureand ever has been, and forever will be, uttrly mst be soon corrected by every one who deterebootless, to remonstrate against this, or any other mines to possess it, and will sedulously n ster itsfeminine aberration. They must fulfil the behests contents; and assuredly no better disposai ofof destiny. The rigid Darwinian law of the either his money or his timecan he possibly maof"survival of the fttest " demands the weeding out

of ail soil-cumberers, in order to afford room and "MAN'SMOALNAUR." ANEsSAYBYRICHARDadequate sustenance for the more robust and M. BUCKE, M. D., Medical Superintedent f themore sensible survivors. So nice, delicate. pale Asylum for the Insane. New York: G. P. PIt-darlings, pull away whilst your ribs are yet pliable, n's Sons. Toronto: Wii g & Williamsorreduce at once your waists and your lives to the Though Dr. Bucke is not so flagrant a heretic in"shortest span," and leave the field to your physi medicine, as Dr. Poole, whose aork was brieflycal and mental betters, who know better than to noticed in the April number of the LANCET, wesqueeze the maternai zones sa far away up and must not say that in the regions of moral or theo-down into the arcic and antarctic regions. Poor logical science, he evinces a whit less of bold in-liver1 poor stomach poor pent up, and crammed subordination than his adventurous confié e. Dr.down colon ! whiher must ye dift; which way Poole well nigh repudiated ail pretensions to origi-fsha ye fiee ? Which way ye fsee is, as was that nality in physiological therapeutics, whilst provingof Milton's Satan-l . We say nothing in be- to his own satisfaction, the general principles of hishaîf of the spleen, for though only in women is its thesis from the writings of many eminent authorsoffice well understood, in them its loss would be who had failed to reach the logical conclusionsrather salutary than hurtful. which he educed from their recorded facts andThere is one class of the medical profession who opinions. Dr. Bucke has rehabilitated, in very at-are reaping a golden harvest from female foies tractive garb, an old doctrine which has been,and maternaI maidirection. These are the Gyn- [though often only inidentally, or quaintly,] pro-cc/giss. If we may believe ail we hear, read, and pounded byseveral eminentphysioogicaî noralists;see, there ire not 500 women over 25 years of age among whom Dr. B. particularly recognizes the-nor 6oo girls over 14, in this city, who labour lamented Bishat, whose early demise was one ofnot under some form of other or uterine trouble. greatest lsses ever sustained by medical science.This evil is still more common south of the Lakes Bishat said that "al which relates ta the passionsthan here. It would be more common in Canada, appertains to the organic lafe." Dr. Bucke sayswere our practitiaoners more astute, and less " the physical basis of the moral nature is probab ygeneral in the States were women there more r.a//y the great sympathetic nervous system." The twomodest. 
propositions are essentially identical, as any persanSuggestive writers, such as Frerichs, are sure to who reads Dr. B's book cannot fail to perceivedraw their readers away into tangential by-paths. Hardly any careful and dispassionate investiga.n fact no man witl haf a heart, or ever so little tion of human actions and character, can hesitatehead, could read his third chapter of the st to admit that in their dev aracteand manifestaevelopment admnfsa
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tion, something more than, and different from, mere most eminent jurists and theologians so regarded
intellectual sovereignty, bears sway. This is a fact them, and descanted learnedly on their enormity.
which bas either escaped the consideration of legis- Was it not held by some overwise ancient physio-lators and urists, or bas been ignominiously ignored logical moralists, and accordingly subscribed to byby them ; bence their pertinacious adherence to many disciples, that the seat of the soul is in t etheir blood-stained dogma, that moral and legal re- Stomach ? And considering the potent influencesponsibility must be guaged by the capability of this organ over the moral manifestations of ailof delinquents to distinguish between right and mankind, and ail animal kinds, would it be a greaterwrong ; a doctrine which utterly excludes from the stretch of assumption to ascribe to it the seat of ailrealm of judgment, ail recognition, or considera- the affections, than to its far less susceptible neigh-tion, of the entire range of our affectional nature, bour, the heart ?than which nothing can be more absurd, or more We do not feel haif pleased with Dr. Bu:ke forbarbarous. Dr. Bucke, in the course of his essay, telling us that the " moral nature " (that is the eo-designates a certain class of persons as " moral tiona/, or as Bishat bas it, the "vie organique") ofidiots." We rememter, reading, a couple of years WOman, obtains preponderance at te expense ofago, the report of a trial for murder, in which Dr. the intellectual capacity. Dr. B. says, we knowBucke gave evidence, as an alienistic expert, and that her brain is smaller than that of man," and

designated the prisoner by this very term. We pre- " we have reason to believe that the great sympa-
sume Dr. B. will eot have forgotten the contempt tetic is larger relative to her size." We doubt ifwith which is deliverance as received by the either of these propositions has been established.prosecution and the court, nor the derision sbowered WVonian's brain is smaller, no doubt, than that ofon him by certain erudite editors. It was our belief man, but so is her body; and as to the assumptionat the time, based on the general tenor rf the evi- that hersympathetic nervesystem is larger-because
dence, that Dr. tucke's expression was the exact to supply certain organs not found in man, it shoulddesignation of the prisoner's psychical condition, be so, though this is an element calied for by Dr.and we arenow gratified in fmding in his book an B's Lheory, i is neither a demonstrated fact, nor ifBuce aexposition of this mental defect. Dr. demonstrated, would it follow that the aggregate"tatte morals atusre anfor the itesupposition influence d. the moral economy would thereby"that the moral nature and the intellectual are be augmentd. How do we know that the smallerreally distinct functions, or rather groups of func- sympathetic realm of the reproductive system intions" We are rather disappointed in finding that man, is fot an ample equivalent, if not indeed anaongst these reasons, he gives fhrst place to the over-match, for that of wider extent in woman ?conventional aporism by wbich he aleges ail Tat in both sexes the reproductive system maynations are wont to depit the emotions. be under the arbiary control of the sympathetic"u In the firs place," writes Dr. B. hwe fel that system, we are not called upon to dispute; but weour emotions have their seat, not in our heads, but think no observant physiologist, or moralist, willofour bodies and the languages of ail nations and deny that the intensity of the sexual passion in man,of ail timc refer the emotions to the heartin and and in the maes of ail animais, is almost supremelyabout wich organ are grouped the larger ganglionic greater than it is in the opposite sex. Quantity ismasses of the great sympatheti syste9." This fot quality. We know a very eminent and ableappeal to the authority of ail nations and ail times man whose bat would probably sit on the summitappears to us as but a liping reason to be stationed of Dr. B's head, and yet ail wbo know this gente-in the front rank of any argument; for wat absurd- man are astonisanj to tink how so small a brainity or what moral monstrosity, might lot be sus- masters so much.

tained on this authority ? Dr. B. must surely be Dr. Bucke bas very skillfully utilised the Jewishweli enough read in is own specially, to know that race, who certainly should feel very thankful toWitccraft and demoniacal possession were, until him for the moral altitude to which he bas elevatedvery recently, believed in by ail nations, and that them, and not tbe less so because they may not,fot merely were tey in aIl languages spoken of by before, have felt conscious of their own superiorthe vulgar-as indisputabe facts, but tJat even the 1 merits. Dr. B. alleges that the moral nature of the
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Jews must be better than ours, because " their lives
are better." We are always thankful for new facts,
and this is certainly new to us. But the Dr. says
he bas still a surer ground for this fact, than the
half-dozen or so credited to his money-loving
brethren. "This ground," he writes, " is that the
Jews have initiated the most advanced religions of
the world, during the whole course of its history."
In these religions no doubt Dr. B. ranks Christianity
as the most excellent. Is it the general opinion of
modern Christians that their religion bas been
but a natural evo/wion of Judaism, and that to His
mere Hebrew affiliation Jesus was indebted for His
competence to enunciate His new faith ? If so,
one of the most potent arguments adduced by
writers on " the evidences,"-the miracle of its
most unpropitious origin, is completely sapped.
Why, Dr. B. tells us in another place that only one
thorough, educated, Jew became a Christian, and
for his conversion a miracle had to be wrought.
Does this look like intellectual evolution ? If
Christianity was but a sublimated Judaism, wh1y
was it not most largely embraced by the highest in-
tellects of the nation, instead of by a few poor and
ignorant fishermen ? Verily had the religion of
Jesus never found a more congenial soil than that
of Judea, we doubt whether it would to day number
so many millions of professors. Had not Constan-
tine become a convert, and commanded his legions
to follow him, would the Pope now sit in Rome ?
Truly, if Christianity was a mere evolution, or out-
come of Judaism, it must have sprung, not from
Jewish intellectual eminence, but from Dr. Bucke's
supereminent Jewish "sympathetic nerve system;"
and perhaps Dr. B. will be content with this con-
cession.

There is no small gratification in reviewing a
book so replete with substantial, clever and coura-
geous writing, as is the little volume now before us.
If we have singled out a few passages to which we
decline subscription, our readers must not infer that
we hold in low estimation the general substance of
the work. It is assuredly a work which bas cost
its author much thought and large study, and it is
written in a style, which, though not always elegant,
is yet attractive and terse, and we welcome its en-
trance into Canadian literature, as a first fruit's
offering highly creditable to our young Dominion.
Should a second edition be called for, as we sin-
cerely hope may be the fact, we would recommend

the correction of a few grammatical oversights,
which may be chargeable against the compositor, or
the proof reader ; for example on page 39, "the
mental image of all forms of hopelessness and
infancy awaken; " a singular nominative governing
a plural verb. Againat top of page 164, "to justify
the expectations which he or she excite." Every
writer who has had experience of the havoc often
made in his text by ignorant or conceited typos,
must well understand the annoyance thus caused to
an author of such ability as this book proves Dr.
Bucke to be.

ELEMENTARY QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS. By Alex-
ander Classen, Professor in the Royal Polyte-chnic School, Aix la Chapelle. Translated by
Edgar F. Smith, A.M., Ph. D. Published by
Henry C. Lea, Philadelphia: Willing & William-
son, T'oronto.
This is a compendious little treatise which must

be of great value to the analyst and practical
chemist. " It bas been adopted as a text-book in
the laboratories of almost all the prominent Ger-
man universities and polytechnic schools, and has
taken rank by the side of the older and largerworks on the same subject," and has been trans-
lated into the French, Russian, Polish, as well as
now into English.

A MANUAL ON EXAMINATrON OF THE EYES.-
By S Landott, Directeur-Adjoint of the Ophthal-
mological Laboratory at the Sorboune,. Paris.
Translated by Swan M. Burnet, M.D. Published
by D. G Brinton, Philadelphia; Willing &Williamson, Toronto.
This work must, of course, be best appreciated

by the specialty for whose instruction it bas been
designed. It is given in 24 lectures, which are
illustrated by 44 well executed plates, with a chart
at the end, " of the movements of the eyes, andtheir derangements."

At Bloomfield, on the 3oth of July, A. C.
Bowerman, M.D., to Miss Ida E. Bedell of the
saine place.

In Aberdeen, Scotland, on the 3oth of July,
W. S. Muir, M.D., L.R.C.S. & P., Edin., of
Truro, N.S., to Catharine Jane, eldest daughter of
W. Lawson, Esq., of Aberdeen.

On the 7th of June, Robert Campbell Fair, M. D.,
of Orangeville, in the 38th year of his age.

At Brockville, on the 27th ult., J. H. Morden,
M.D., of heart disease.


